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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, mission planners within the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) have been considering various options for both power and
propulsion in the initial design stages of NASA's Space Exploration Initiative or SEI.
Nuclear power has played a key role in both these areas. For example, Nuclear Thermal
Rocket (NTR) or Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) systems have been examined
extensively for both manned and unmanned missions to Mars. Current strategies also
assume in-orbit construction of these vehicles possibly using an evolutionary version of
NASA's space station (SS) or similar platform as a transportation node.
Texas A&M University has been working with NASA to examine operational
scenarios involving the use of nuclear power and propulsion systems in the vicinity of
NASA's space station. This work has focused on quantifying the radiological impact of
these systems such that the integral radiation dose to the SS crew from both natural and
man-made sources did not exceed allowable dose limits. Several of the scenarios
developed relate to the use of SS as an evolutionary transportation node for lunar and Mars
missions. The use of nuclear power on co-orbiting platforms and the storage and handling
issues associated with radioisotopic power systems was also explored as they relate to SS.
In an earlier study (Bolch et al. 1990), four classes of scenarios were constructed and
assessed. These included (1) the launch of both a typical NEP and NTR vehicle from low
earth orbit (LEO), (2) the return of these vehicles to LEO, (3) the operation of a co-orbiting
water electrolysis platform co-orbiting with SS, and (4) the storage and handling of
radioisotope thermoelectric generators at the station. In each case, cumulative radiation
doses were calculated and then compared to radiation dose budgets defined as the
difference between the dose limit to the crew member and the dose contribution from
natural space radiations in LEO. Key issues were identified to enable their proper
incorporation into planning activities and to assess their proper impact upon baseline space
station designs.
There are three fundamental options for reducing exposures to reactor radiation
sources: time, distance, and shielding. By design, the earlier report by Bolch et al. (1990)
investigated only the use of time and distance to reduce SS crew exposures to in-orbit
nuclear operations. In particular, the study focused on questions of reactor shutdown time
and vehicle-station separation distances necessary to adequately protect crew members
present on the station during the return and subsequent orbital parking of nuclear-powered
vehicles. In addition, scenarios were examined in which SS crew members might be
involved in extravehicular activity (EVA) at various distances from the shutdown reactor of
vehicles returning to LEO. The results from that study indicated that realistic scenarios
exist which would allow the use of nuclear power sources in the vicinity of the station.
Radiation doses to the SS crew could be maintained at safe levels solely by implementing
proper and reasonable operational procedures. These constraints (parking distance and
previous reactor shutdown time) were not considered to be severe and would not
significantly impair the functionality of an evolutionary space station.
Nevertheless, the use of a portable, multifunctional radiation shield in LEO would
both relax these constraints and reduce radiation doses to SS crew from natural space
radiation sources in accordance with the "As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)"
radiation protection philosophy. Consequently, the primary focus of the current study was
to investigate combined implementation of time, distance, and shielding options to reduce
crew exposures while adding operational flexibility to NASA mission planners.
PORTABLE RADIATION SHIELD - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Most nuclear systems that interact with SS will not require a 4n man-rated shield to
meet the radiation protection requirements of their own missions. For instance, the
propellant tanks on the NTR Mars vehicle provide a large fraction of the crew shielding.
Most of the reactors only utilize shadow or disk shields for the protection of the personnel
and/or electronics associated with them. Thus, there may be little, if any, shielding
between the reactor and SS crew during orbital operations in LEO. While access to the
vehicle can be achieved with little radiological consequence through the use of time and
distance considerations, the presence of a portable radiation shield in LEO which could be
deployed between the reactor and the station would allow for rapid access to the vehicle
upon its return. Furthermore, there will be periods when there are not any nuclear systems
in the vicinity of SS. During such periods of time, the portable shield could be placed
around the SS crew habitat modules in order to reduce the dose from natural sources. This
would serve to increase the dose budget available for subsequent interactions with nuclear
systems in LEO and would be consistent with the ALARA principle.
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In this study,various laminatedshielddesignswereexploredin which two shield
layerswereconsidered:oneof tungstenfor useastheprimary shieldfor fission product
gamma-rays,and one of aluminum for use as the primary shield for trapped proton
radiationfields. Additionaldesignparametersincludedthesource-to-dose-pointseparation
(1-km parkingscenarioor a 50-mEVA scenario),thepreviousreactorshutdownprior to
shielddeployment(0 daysor 30days),andthetargetdoseof interest(0.2Sv,0.05Sv,or
0.01Sv)(seeAppendixA for asummaryof radiationdosequantitiesandunits).Whereasa
variety of dual laminationshielddesignswereassessed,the pure tungstenshieldswere
found to offer comparabledosereductionsat a lower totalmassperprojectedshieldarea.
In its secondaryuseasaprotonshield,the0.2-SvNEP shielddesignswerefoundto offer
a greater than 10-fold reduction in the primary trappedproton flux at spacestation.
Essentiallynopenetrationwasseenfor the0.05-Svandthe0.01-Svshields.For theNTR
shields,calculationsindicatedthatthe0.05-Svshielddesignwasneededfor a greaterthan
10-foldreductionin theprimaryprotonflux; a 100-folddecreasewasseenfor the0.01-Sv
shield. Furthermore,it wasshownthat the laminationorderandcompositionat a given
targetdosecancontributeno morethananadditionalfactor of 2 in the reductionof the
proton flux at spacestation. Mass savingswith the tungstenshield might very well
dominateanyadditionalgainsseenin protondosereductionofferedby themorecomplex
and possiblycostly A1/Wor W/AI laminationdesigns. Pure tungstenshieldsare thus
recommendedfor anyimplementationof anuclear-vehicleportableshieldinLEO.
MATERIAL ACTIVATION ON CO-ORBITING PLATFORMS
With the establishment of a transportation infrastructure in low earth orbit, nuclear
reactors may be needed to meet the power requirements of exploration activities. Various
scientific and/or operational platforms might use as their power source SP-100 reactors
which would co-orbit with the space station. Mission planners would need to establish
procedures for the maintenance of these facilities. One concern would be the activation of
materials in tools used during in-orbit EVA operations. Scenarios may arise in which tools
or other materials are left on the platform from work performed while the reactors are in a
shutdown state. During subsequent restart of the reactors, these materials would be subject
to a neutron flux whereby some constituent elements may be radioactivated. This induced
radioactivity would serve as a source of radiation exposure to crew members who would
latter retrieve the tools and bring them back to the station. In this portion of the study,
calculations were made to provide a relative ranking of various metals with regard to their
potential for radiation exposure to crew members under these circumstances.
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A major conclusion from this segment of the study was that radioactivation of
materials some 20 meters from the reactor within the shadow of the reactor shield complex
will be of negligible radiological concern. Additional calculations showed that rather
substantial radiological concerns may arise for some elements exposed to the unshielded
neutron flux of the operating reactor in the radial direction. Elements of potential concern
in this latter scenario include Au, Co, Ni, Ta, and possibly W and Zr.. For very long
irradiations (several years), additional metal elements of concern would include Cu, Fe,
Mg, Mn, and Zn.
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CHAPTER 2
RADIATION DOSE LIMITS FOR SS PERSONNEL
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents current dose limits for radiation exposures to space workers
during low-earth orbital missions. Since individuals at SS will receive a somewhat
constant radiation dose from trapped protons and galatic cosmic rays (GCR), the difference
between recommended dose limits and doses from natural space radiations can be defined
as an "available radiation dose budget" to be assigned to each individual crew member. If
necessary, this dose budget could then be expended through exposures to man-made
radiation sources such as nuclear reactors, radioisotope sources, or even medical x-ray
examinations. It is current radiation protection practice to keep such exposures "As Low
As Reasonably Achievable" (ALARA) (ICRP 1977 and NCRP 1987). Nevertheless,
mission planners should be cognizant of the operational limits imposed, not only by the
ALARA principle, but by the use of these individual radiation dose budgets. Before
introducing the radiation dose limits to space workers, the general considerations by which
they are defined are discussed below.
RADIATION PROTECTION CONSIDERATIONS
Health effects of radiation exposure fall under two general classes: stochastic effects
and nonstochastic effects. Nonstochastic effects are those for which severity of the effect
increases with increasing radiation dose delivered above a certain threshold. This threshold
dose can vary greatly between individuals. Examples of nonstochastic effects are cataracts,
blood changes, and decreased sperm production in the male. Stochastic effects are those
for which only the probability of occurrence increases with increasing radiation dose, the
severity of the effect is dose independent, and a threshold dose level, if it exists, is close to
zero. Consequently, any radiation exposure will have an associated level of risk, however
small. The main stochastic effects of concern are cancer (malignant tumors and leukemia)
and genetic effects.
By international agreement, the principal objectives of radiation protection are: (1) to
prevent the occurrence of nonstochastic effects; and (2) to reduce the risk of stochastic
effects to levels comparable to risks associated with traditionally "safe" occupations (ICRP
1977andNCRP 1987). Threeconcurrentapproachesaregenerallyusedto achievethese
objectives.First,all activitiesresultingin radiationexposuresmustbejustified in termsof
perceivedbenefitsandprojectedcosts.Second,all radiationexposuresmustbekept to as
low a level as is reasonablyachievable.Within theALARA principle, it is assumedthat
economicandsocietalfactorsareto beusedto determinewhateffort of dosereductionis
deemed "reasonable". Finally, all individual radiation doses must be kept below
recommendedand/orregulatorydoselimits.
NCRP RECOMMENDED DOSE LIMITS
Table 2.1 gives radiation dose limits for NASA's space workers as currently
recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
(NCRP 1989). These career limits correspond to a 3% lifetime excess risk of fatal cancer
where a career is assumed to be approximately 10 years. For the blood forming organs
(BFO), the career limits range from 1.0 Sv for females 25 years of age at first exposure to
4.0 Sv for males 55 years of age at first exposure. Annual and 30-day limits are also
specified so as to prevent the occurrence of nonstochastic radiation effects. As indicated in
the table, an individual may receive 0.5 Sv to the BFO in a given year of space activity, yet
cannot receive more than one-half the annual limit within any one 30-day period.
These NCRP recommendation were adopted by NASA in December of 1989 with the
understanding that the dose limits would apply only to low-earth orbital missions, and that
they would serve a guidance criteria for exploratory class mission. In May of 1990, the
recommendations were adopted by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) of the U.S. Department of Labor, the organization with regulatory authority over
radiation exposures to NASA personnel. The dose limits are currently incorporated within
NASA-STD-3000, "Man-Systems Integration Standards" (Section 5.7 on Ionizing
Radiation), and in JSC-12820, "Space Shuttle Operational Flight Rules" (Section 14 on the
Space Environment).
RADIATION DOSE BUDGETS FOR SS CREW MEMBERS
Two radiation dose budgets are defined in this report: LBAD-st and LBAD-lt. The
acronym LBAD stands for Lower Bound on Available Dose and the suffixes "st" and "It"
stand for short-term and long-term exposures, respectively. This approach is based upon
three main considerations. First, man-made radiation sources in space predominantly emit
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neutronandgammaradiations.Individualsexposedto theseradiationtypeswill generally
receiveuniform whole-bodydoses;consequently,only the NCRP limits to the blood
forming organsareusedto definedosebudgets. Second,to be somewhatconservative,
only the reference"worst-case"naturaldoserate at SS (0.05 Sv/mo) is used in their
definitions. Third, in orderto covertherangeof scenariosby which man-maderadiation
exposuresmayoccur,two exposuretypesandperiodsareconsidered.
Thefirst typeis ashort-term,infrequentexposureoccurringonceduring a particular
30-day period. Because the exposure is infrequent, the 30-day NCRP dose limit would
apply to the individuals exposed (0.25 Sv in 30 days). An example would be exposure
during extravehicular activity (EVA) near a shutdown reactor as part of the unloading of a
Mars vehicle. The second exposure type corresponds to a long-term, continuous exposure
to crew members during a maximum 6-month tour-of-duty at the station. Because the
exposure is continuous, the annual NCRP dose limit would apply (0.50 Sv in 6 months).
An example would be radiation exposure from an operating reactor on a co-orbiting
platform.
The numerical values for LBAD-st and LBAD-lt are calculated as follows:
LBAD-st = (NCRP 30-day Limit) - (Worst-Case Natural Dose @ SS Over 30 Days)
( 0.25 Sv/mo ) - ( 0.05 Sv/mo )
0.20 Sv in 30 days.
LBAD-lt = (NCRP Annual Limit) - (Worst-Case Natural Dose @ SS Over 6 Months)
= ( 0.50 Sv/yr ) - ( 6 mo/yr ) ( 0.05 Sv/mo)
= 0.20 Sv in 180 days.
It is strictly coincidental that both radiation dose budgets numerically equal 0.20 Sv.
If the LBAD-lt is prorated uniformly over a full 180-day crew rotation period, only 0.033
Sv from man-made sources would be allowed within any 30-day period. Consequently,
the LBAD-It is a more restrictive dose budget than the LBAD-st.
USE OF RADIATION DOSE BUDGETS
Radiation exposure of crew members will be one of the primary factors determining
the operational limits on space nuclear power sources employed in the v!cinity of SS. The
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rangeof "permissible"operationscanthusbe linked to arangeof "permissible"man-made
radiationexposures.The upperboundof this doserangewill, of course,begovernedby
theNCRPdoselimits. Thelowerboundwill begovernedby theALARA principle. This
raisesthe questionof what is a "reasonablyachievable"radiation dosefrom man-made
sourcesin space.Oneusefuldefinitionwouldbe to limit suchdosesto levelscomparable
to thosereceivedby thenaturalbackground.On earth,this is generallyacceptablesince
backgrounddosesaretypicallyvery low. Although"background"dosesin low earthorbit
aremuchgreater,this definitionneverthelessis still valid sincenaturaldosesover typical
staytimesatebelowrecommendedlimits andradiationexposureis butonly oneof several
riskspresentedto spaceworkers. For thepurposesof this report, therefore,the ALARA
principlewhenappliedtoLEO operationswill limit man-maderadiationexposuresto levels
equalingnaturaldosesunderbest-caseconditions(0.01Sv/mo).
Table 2.2 summarizesthis range of "permissible" dose levels. For infrequent
exposureeventsoccurringsometimewithin a given 30-dayperiod, the mostpermissive
space nuclear power operations would result in crew members expending their LBAD-st
radiation dose budgets and thus reaching the NCRP 30-day dose limit. The most restrictive
operations will result in crew doses equaling one-month exposures from natural sources
under best-case conditions. Similar arguments hold for long-term, continuous exposure
events near or at the space station.
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Table 2.1 Recommended Dose Limits for Space Workers.
(NCRP 1989)
Time Period
Career
Annual
30-day
Blood Forming Organs
1.0 - 4.0
0.50
0.25
Dose Equivalent (Sv)
Lens of the Eye
4.0
2.0
1.0
Skin
6.0
3.0
1.5
Table 2.2 Bounding Radiation Dose Levels for Exposures to Man-Made
Radiation Sources in Space.
Radiation Protection
Criteria to be Used
NCRP Dose Limits
(Upper Bound)
ALARA Principle
(Lower Bound)
Exposure T),pe and Period
Short-Term, Infrequent Long-Term, Continuous
(1 Month) (6 Months)
LBAD-st
(0.2 Sv in 30 days)
1 Mo. Nat. @ SSF (BC)
(0.01 Sv in 30 days)
LBAD-lt
(0.2 Sv in 180 days)
6 Mo. Nat. @ SSF (BC)
(0.06 Sv in 180 days)
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CHAPTER 3
CALCULATIONAL METHODS FOR SOURCE TERMS
AND SHIELDING STUDIES
INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the determination of the neutron and gamma source terms for
both operating and shutdown reactors. NERVA- and SP 100-class reactors were chosen
for the Mats mission and SS operational scenarios investigated in an earlier study (Bolch et
al. 1990), and the source terms for these reactors are developed in this chapter. The
operating reactor neutron and gamma source terms are based upon values generated as part
of the SP-100 and NERVA projects. The shutdown reactor gamma source terms are based
upon an empirical relationship for gamma release rates from fission products and the
operating source terms.
The methods employed in this analysis are approximate and the results are in!ended
primarily to aid mission planning; the values predicted using these methods are probably
accurate to within +25%. It is certainly possible to perform these analyses in a rigorous
fashion. A number of coupled neutron-gamma transport codes are available to compute the
operating reactor source term. The ORIGEN2 code (Croff 1983 and RSIC 1987) can be
employed to provide accurate estimates of the radioisotope inventory based upon a reactor's
operational history. However, the level of effort required to develop the reactor models
required to implement the transport codes is rather large and was not justified at the time
this project was initiated. This area is currently being pursued as part of a follow-on
project.
DESCRIPTION OF REACTORS
The two reference systems employed in this study are SP-100 and NERVA-class
reactors. The SP-100 reactor, until very recently, was under development as part of the
U.S. space program (Armijo et al. 1989, Deane et al. 1989 and Manvi and Fujita 1987). It
has a baseline thermal power of 2.4 MW t and employs a static thermoelectric power
conversion subsystem to produce 100 kW e of power. The basic design goals of the SP-
100, however, call for scalability up to an order of magnitude higher power. For the
purposes of this project, it was assumed that the reactor would generate 25 1VINVt and utilize
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an active conversionsystem(Rankineor Brayton cycle) in order to provide 5 MW of
electricalpower. TheSP-100is asmall,compact,fast-spectrumreactor. It utilizeshighly
enricheduraniummononitride(UN) fuel,niobium- 1%zirconium(Nb-lZr) cladding,and
lithium (Li) coolant. Thecorevesselandstructurearecomposedprimarily of Nb-1Zr and
theothermaterialsemployedin thecorearealsorefractoryalloys. Beryllium oxide(BeO)
hingedreflectorpanelslocatedon the outsideperipheryof thecoreareemployedasthe
primarycontrolmechanism.Theentirecoreandreflectorstructureis enclosedin aconical
carbon-carbonreentryshield. A layeredtungsten(W), lithium-hydride (LiH) shadow
shieldis employedto decreasetheradiationfield attheuserinterface.
TheNERVA (NuclearEngine for Rocket Vehicle Application) reactor concept was
developed during the U.S. space nuclear propulsion program, which ended in 1973 (Bohl
et al. 1988, Haloulakos and Boehmer 1988 and Borowski et al. 1989). A NERVA
derivative reactor (NDR) concept capable of producing electrical power and being
employed for propulsion was under study for application to the U,S. Multimegawatt
reactor program (Pierce et al. 1989 and Schmidt et al. 1988). There is not a single fixed
NERVA reactor design; rather NERVA was a basic reactor technology demonstration
program that incorporated a number of similar reactor designs such as the NRX and XE
reactor series (Angelo and Buden 1985). The basic NERVA reactor concept consists of a
solid graphite core with a hydrogen coolant. A variety of fuel element designs were tested
as part of the NERVA program and the most highly developed of these were uranium
dicarbide (UC2) particles with a pyrolytic carbon coating contained in a graphite matrix and
a UC-ZrC-C composite fuel. A niobium or zirconium carbide (NbC or ZrC) fuel element
coating was employed to reduce erosion by the hydrogen propellant. Primary reactor
control was achieved through the use of rotating drums located on the outside periphery of
the core. The bulk of the core vessel consists mainly of aluminum and steel. Two separate
shields were employed in the NERVA design (Aerojet General 1970). The first is inside
the pressure vessel and designed to protect the engine components from excessive heating.
A brim or disk shield at the top of the core composed of layered lead (Pb), LiH, and Boral
(a B-C-A1 compound) was designed to decrease the radiation field away from the reactor
for manned missions. The propellant storage tank provides a substantial amount of
radiation shielding for the crew. In this work, the NERVA reactor was assumed to have a
peak power of 1575 MW t and be capable of producing low levels of electrical power
(approximately 100 kWe).
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OPERATING REACTOR NEUTRON AND GAMMA SOURCE TERMS
The operating reactor neutron and gamma source terms were not directly computed as
part of this project, rather the values employed in this work were developed using data
from the SP-100 and NERVA projects. As mentioned previously, developing the
geometric and material models required to implement neutron and gamma transport codes in
a meaningful fashion is a rather time-intensive task. This topic is being explored as part of
a follow-on project.
A number of common radiation analysis models (CRAM) were developed in
conjunction with the NERVA project; the values employed in this work were taken from
one of these models (Aerojet General 1970 and Wilcox et al. 1969). The CRAM provides
values in terms of equivalent point sources for various engine components. The radiation
field in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the reactor-engine assembly (i.e. radially
outward) is dominated by the reactor; activation of and scattering from engine and structural
components represent a second-order contribution. The neutron and gamma spectra for the
operating NERVA reactor are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Employing the
dose response functions given in Appendix B yields specific operating NERVA dose rates
at a 1 meter separation distance in the radial direction from an equivalent point source of
30.6 Sv/sec/MW t for neutrons and 14.5 Sv/sec/MW t for gamma-rays.
Data on the neutron and gamma levels in and around an SP- 100 operating at 2.4 MW t
for beginning-of-life (BOL) conditions were available from General Electric (Marcille
1989). The neutron and gamma fluxes on the periphery of the reactor at the axial midplane
were scaled linearly with power to 25 MW t to provide a radial source term, Values were
also extracted for a location behind the shadow shield; these were not scaled with the
thermal power since it was assumed that the shield thickness would be increased to achieve
the same dose at the user plane. The neutron and gamma spectra for the operating SP-100
reactor are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. The specific operating SP-100 dose
rates at a 1 meter separation distance in the radial direction from an equivalent point source
were computed as 14.5 Sv/sec/MW t for neutrons and 0.897 Sv/sec/MW t for gamma-rays.
For locations behind the shadow shield, the specific dose rates at a 1 meter separation
distance from an equivalent point source are 2.85 x 10 -4 Sv/sec/MW t for neutrons and 1.00
x 10-2 Sv/sec/MW t for gamma-rays.
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The specificradial operatingdoseratesemployedin this work andgiven aboveare
summarizedin Table 3.5. As canbe seenin the table, the valuesfor the SP-100are
substantiallysmallerthan thosefor theNERVA; this is particularly true for the specific
gammadoserate. Severalfactorscontributeto thesedifferences.Thetypesof materials
employed in the SP-100 and NERVA reactorsare quite different. The SP-100 is
comprisedprimarilyof highatomicnumber(Z) refractoryalloyswhile mostof thestructure
of the NERVA is aluminum or steel. High Z materialsare much more effective in
attenuatinggammaradiationandthiswill tendto decreaseandsoftenthegammaspectrum
of the SP-100relativeto that of theNERVA. Secondly,the SP-100is a small,compact
reactorwhereastheNERVA isboth largeandgraphite-moderated.This will produceafast
(hard) neutronspectrumin the SP-100relative to the NERVA's thermal or epithermal
neutron spectrum. Gamma-rayswill be produced as a consequenceof the neutron
thermalization (slowing down) processand this will occur to a larger degreein the
NERVA. Therelativeamountof structuralandcontrolmaterialsin thesereactorswill also
play arole. Theratio of thecoreto vessel(includingreflectors)radiusfor the SP-100is
approximately0.56at thecoreaxial midplane,while this value is 0.74 for the NERVA.
Thus,thereis proportionallymorestructuralmaterial,andhenceradiationinteraction,with
theSP-100comparedto theNERVA. In addition,theenergygroupsselectedfrom theSP-
100andNERVA projectreportsarenotconsistent.Thoseemployedfor theNERVA were
simply the values available in the literature. For the SP-100,however, this energy
structurewasinitially requestedbytheauthors.GEhasthecapabilityto provideanumber
of differentenergygroupstructures;a setmorecloselymatchingthatemployedwith the
NERVA wasnot obtaineddue to time constraints. Lastly, the computationalmethods
employedby theSP-100andNERVA projectteamsarenot thesame.TheSP-100project
is employingcurrentradiationtransportcodesandcrosssectionlibraries andthis factor
could introduce somedifference in the operating dose rate values. As previously
mentioned,thedevelopmentof "in-house"capabilitiesto carryoutdirectcomputationof the
radiationsourcetermsonaconsistentbasiswill beexploredin afollow-on project.
SHUTDOWN REACTOR GAMMA SOURCE TERMS
The shutdown reactor gamma source strength was computed using the simple
empirical relationship shown below (LaBauve et aI. 1982):
I1
f(t) = '_ aje_'Jt
j=l
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wheref is the energy release rate per fission (MeV/fission/sec), t is the time since the
fission occurred, and aj and _.j are empirical constants. Integrating with respect to both
reactor operating and shutdown time yields the gamma energy release rate at the time of
exposure. There are alternate periods of full and reduced power operation in the Mars
mission scenarios employed in this work; each period of operation is treated separately and
the source terms are summed to compute a total source. As discussed in Appendix C, there
are a large number of such relationships available which vary in complexity and accuracy.
Once the total source has been computed, the gamma dose rate is computed using the
simple relationship shown below:
where H is the gamma dose rate and P is gamma energy release rate (power), the subscripts
s and o denote shutdown and operating conditions, respectively. The operating reactor
dose rates were discussed in the section above. The operating gamma power is taken to be
a fraction of the total reactor power, as shown below:
P_'s ]
= Lf'tPo
Prompt gammas are emitted simultaneously with a fission event and contribute about 7
MeV to the approximately 200 MeV of recoverable energy released per 235U fission event.
Gammas are also emitted as a result of neutron capture events and contribute another 3 to
12 MeV per fission (Lamarsh 1966). Fission product gammas are emitted after the fission
event as a result of the radioactive decay of fission products. If the operating reactor dose
rate corresponds tO BOL cond{{ions, then fission product gammas will make only a minor
contribution to the corresponding dose rate. A value of 0.065 was taken for f_, in this
work. This method presumes that the operating and shutdown gamma spectra are identical
since the conversion between flux and dose is energy dependent, as discussed in Appendix
B. While this condition is not strictly met, the chief differences are in the low energy end
of the spectrum and the low energy gammas do not make a large contribution to the total
dose.
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GAMMA SHIELDING CALCULATIONS
When a shield material is placed within a gamma radiation field, the resulting dose
rate behind the shield is comprised of two distinct components. The first is due to
uncollided gamma photons which traverse the shield without interaction. This dose
component decreases exponentially with the linear thickness of the shield material. The
second component of the gamma dose rate is due to gamma photons which undergo
scattering interactions within the shield. This latter component is accounted for by a
parameter B called the buildup factor and is equal to the ratio of the total to the uncollided
gamma energy flux at the dose point. Consequently, the dose rate for an extended shield is
given as:
I:I = B • I_Iuncollided = B • R 0 • e-lax
where H0 is the unshielded dose rate, p. is the linear attenuation coefficient for the gamma-
ray energies of concern, and x is the linear thickness of shielding material.
Buildup factors are a function of the shield material, the linear shield thickness, the
geometry of the irradiation (point source, broad beam, etc.), and the photon energy. They
can be obtained either through measurement or Monte Carlo radiation transport
calculations. In general, they can be used to provide estimates of required shielding
thicknesses within error limits on the order of 10% or better (Chilton et al. 1984). To
facilitate their use in shielding calculations, various empirical formulas have been devised to
give buildup factors as a function of shield thickness. Three common functional forms for
the buildup factor are (1) the Berger formula, (2) the Taylor formula, and (3) the geometric
progression (GP) form. There is wide consensus that the GP form of the buildup factor is
the best available form with regard to its ability to allow accurate interpolation of Monte
Carlo buildup factor estimates (Trubey 1991). Consequently, this functional form was
used in this research.
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TheGPfunctionalform for thebuildupfactorisgivenas:
and
B(E,lax) = 1+ (b-l) (K _tx- 1)(K- 1)
= 1 + (b-1) lax
forK¢ 1
forK= 1
K(ltlx) = c(lax) a + d tanh(laX/Xk - 2) - tanh(-2)
1 - tanh(-2)
where b is the value of the buildup factor at one photon mean-free-path (1/la) and K is the
multiplication of dose (or flux) per mean-free-path. The latter equation represents the
dependence of K on the number of mean-free-paths (lax). The variables a, b, d, and Xk are
fitting parameters which depend on the photon source energy. Mass attenuation
coefficients (_p) are given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 for the SP-100 and NERVA operating
gamma spectrum, respectively, for both aluminum and tungsten shielding materials. For
the case of the scaled SP-100 gamma spectrum, Tables 3.8 and 3.9 give the geometric
progression buildup factor coefficients for AI and W, respectively. Similarly, Tables 3.10
and 3.11 give these same values for the A1 and W, respectively, in the case of the NERVA
gamma spectrum.
The above formulation for the buildup factor is for a single material. In this study, a
two-material laminated shield is investigated for use as a multipurpose, portable radiation
shield in LEO. The following rule is used for estimating the composite buildup factor for a
two-layered radiation shield. Let us define the thickness of the two different materials as xl
and x2, numbered in the direction from the source to the dose point. If Z1 < Z2, the
overall buildup is approximately equal to the buildup factor B2 for the higher-Z medium
with the use of lalXl + la2x2 as its argument. However, if Z1 > Z2, the overall buildup
factor to use is the product Bl(lalXl) times B2(l.t2x2). The laminations should each be at
least one mean-free-path length thick, and the source photon energy is used as the energy
argument for all tabulated values. Further discussion of this approach may be found in
Chilton et al. (1984).
The gamma dose rate from a shutdown reactor, at a location behind a shield of linear
thickness x, is thus computed using the following expression:
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nShielded
,y_ = _ B(E,xl + x2) • Hy_,s • e-lax_ e-lax2 ,
E
where H_,s.E is the unshielded dose rate due to gammas within energy group E. As
discussed earlier, this source term can be obtained by scaling operating gamma source
terms by the ratio of the shutdown to operating reactor power levels:
Hys, E = IZiyo,E [ Py_,E =
These gamma-ray shielding techniques were incorporated into a FORTRAN shielding
code SHIELD.FOR for use in assessing the dose reduction capabilities of various portable
shield designs (see Appendix D). Input parameters include the vehicle type (NEP or
NTR), the exposure period (4-hours for EVA and 6-months for vehicle parking scenarios),
source-to-target distance, and the previous reactor shutdown time. Iterations are then
performed giving the shielded cumulative dose as a function of A1 and W lamination
thicknesses and for both lamination orders.
PROTON SHIELDING CALCULATIONS
The assessment of the portable shield in its secondary application as a means of
reducing background radiation doses to SS crew was performed in this work by
considering the radiation transport of trapped protons within the various shielding designs.
Fig. 3.1 shows the differential energy spectrum of trapped protons at an altitude of 450 km
and an inclination of 28.50 as estimated by the AP-8 Min Model (NCRP 1989). As
shown, the protons incident upon SS are relatively energetic and exhibit a fairly constant
flux up to 100 MeV. The flux then drops two orders of magnitude over the range 100 MeV
to 500 MeV.
As protons penetrate the shield material, they lose kinetic energy primarily through
coulombic interactions giving rise to ionization and excitation of the shield medium. With
far less frequency, however, the protons may occasionally collide with the nuclei of the
shield material generating target fragments including neutrons, secondary gamma-rays, and
additional protons. While these interactions are rare (generally one nuclear collision for
every 109 electron interactions), the neutrons and gamma-rays thus produced can serve as
additional sources of dose beyond the shield. For thick shields, of course, nuclear
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interactionswithin thefar regionsof theshieldwouldbe theprimary contributorsto any
additional exit flux of particles. Ideally, the generationof secondarytarget fragments
wouldneedto besimulatedin afull assessmentof theportableshieldconcept.Initially, the
NASA Langely protontransportcodeBRYNTRN was investigatedfor use in this work
(Wilson et al 1989). However, reliable estimatesof fragmentationcross section are
availableonly for low-Z materials,and thus interactionsin high-Z media suchas the
tungstenlaminationcouldnotbemodeled.
As a suitablealternative,aprotonshieldingcodewaswrittenusingprotonrangedata
obtainedfrom ICRU Report49 (ICRU 1993)(seeAppendixD). Proton rangesin both
aluminumandtungstenovertheenergiesof interestareshowninFig. 3.2whererangesare
expressedin units of densitythickness(productof the linear distanceand the material
density). At a given proton kinetic energy, the rangeof the proton is shown to be
consistentlygreaterin tungsten(high-Z) than in aluminum(low-Z). The pattern can be
understood by noting that the electron binding energies are generally greater in higher-Z
media and thus the rate of energy loss (stopping power) at a given particle velocity is
correspondingly lower. Consequently, a greater density thickness must be traversed by the
proton in the higher-Z media to lose the same amount of initial kinetic energy.
The proton shielding code subdivides incident LEO proton spectra (Fig. 3.1) into
multiple energy bins. Each incident proton is then followed within the first and second
laminations of the portable shield as specified by the user; range data are then used to
calculate the exit kinetic energy of the particle. Calculations are repeated for each incident
proton energy and a total differential exit spectra is tabulated and normalized for
comparison to the incident trapped proton spectra at SS.
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Table 3.1 Operating Equivalent NERVA BOL Neutron Flux in Radial Direction.
Group Eneqp,¢ Range
E < 0.4 eV
0.4 eV < E < 1 MeV
E > 1 MeV
Flux @ lm (neutrons/cm^2/sec)
8.4E+ 13
3.7E+14
1.1E+14
Table 3.2 Operating Equivalent NERVA BOL Gamma Flux in Radial Direction.
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Lower
Ener_y (MeV)
7.50
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.60
2.20
1.80
1.35
0.90
0.40
0.00
Upper
Ener_ (MeV)
30.00
7.5O
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.60
2.20
1.80
1.35
0.90
0.40
Flux at 1 meter
(gammas/cmA2/sec)
1.2E+ 12
2.1E+12
6.6E+ 12
1.9E+ 13
6.8E+13
1.7E+14
1.3E+14
2.0E+ 14
3.3E+ 14
5.5E+14
1.0E+15
2.4E+15
3.6E+ 15
Table 3.3 Operating Equivalent Scaled SP-100 BOL Neutron Flux.
Group Lower
Energy (MeV)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
2.23
1.35
0.82
O.5O
0.30
0.11
4.09E-02
5.53E-03
1.67E-04
4.14E-07
1.39E-10
Upper
Energy (MeV)
20.00
2.23
1.35
0.82
0.50
0.30
1.11E-01
4.09E-02
5.53E-03
1.67E-04
4.14E-07
^Flux at 1 meter (neutrons/cm 2/sec)
Radial Direction Behind Shield
5.32E+11
4.93E+11
3.45E+ 11
4.77E+ 11
3.95E+ 11
9.39E+11
9.90E+ 11
1.88E+12
1.76E+12
3.83E+11
2.96E+ I 0
1.24E+06
7.22E+05
6.82E+05
6.37E+05
4.68E+05
7.54E+05
4.60E+05
9.21E+05
1.50E+06
1.80E+06
9.92E+04
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Table 3.4 OperatingEquivalentScaledSP-100BOL GammaFlux.
Group
1
2
3
4
Lower
Energy/(MeV)
2.50
0.75
0.30
0.01
Upper
Ener_,(MeV)
30.00
2.50
0.75
0.30
Flux at 1 meter (_ammas/cm^2/sec)
Radial Direction
4.05E+ 11
1.32E+12
9.34E+11
1.40E+ 12
Behind Shield
4.14E+08
1.08E+09
1.07E+09
5.86E+09
Table 3.5 Operating Equivalent SP-100 and NERVA Specific Dose Rates.
Reactor
Type
NERVA
SP-100
Specific Dose Rate at 1 meter (Sv/sec/MWt)
Radial Direction Behind Shadow Shield
Neutrons Gammas Neutrons Gammas
30.6 14.5 n/a n/a
14.5 0.897 2.85E-04 1.00E-02
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Table 3.6 MassAttenuationCoefficientsfor theScaledSP-100GammaSpectrum
Group
1
2
3
4
MassAttenuationCoefficient
MeanEnergy
(MeV)
16.25
1.63
0.53
0.16
(cm^2/g)
A1 W
2.18E-02 5.51E-02
4.82E-02 4.76E-02
8.21E-02 1.22E-01
1.33E-01 1.45E+00
Table 3.7 MassAttenuationCoefficientsfor theNERVA GammaSpectrum
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
MassAttenuationCoefficient
MeanEnergy
(MeV)
8.75
7.25
6.50
5.50
4.50
3.50
2.80
2.40
2.00
1.58
1.13
0.65
0.20
(cm^2/g)
A1 W
2.39E-02 4.57E-02
2.51E-02 4.37E-02
2.60E-02 4.27E-02
2.74E-02 4.14E-02
2.97E-02 4.05E-02
3.32E-02 4.03E-02
3.69E-02 4.11E-02
4.00E-02 4.24E-02
4.32E-02 4.37E-02
4.89E-02 4.82E-02
5.84E-02 6.01E-02
7.53E-02 9.71E-02
1.20E-01 7.38E-01
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Table 3.8 GPExposureBuildup FactorCoefficientsfor Aluminum
(ScaledSP-100GammaSpectrum)
Group
1
2
3
4
MeanEnergy
,(MeV)
16.25
1.63
0.53
0.16
0.053
-0.044
-0.082
-0.061
GeometricProgressionFittingParameters(A1)
b c d
1.222
1.836
2.260
2.854
0.861
1.210
1.466
1.377
-0.0512
0.0150
0.0204
0.0123
Xk
15.380
15.831
16.596
20.788
Table 3.9 GP Exposure Buildup Factor Coefficients for Tungsten
(Scaled SP-100 Gamma Spectrum)
Group
1
2
3
4
MeanEnergy
(MeV)
16.25
1.63
0.53
0.16
a
Geometric Progression Fitting Parameters (W)
b c d
0.012
0.011
0.093
0.352
1.618
1.423
1.307
1.233
1.381
0.986
0.687
0.166
-0.0477
-0.0204
-0.0504
-0.1069
Xk
13.475
14.066
13.998
14.832
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Table 3.10 GPExposureBuildup FactorCoefficientsfor Aluminum
(NERVAGammaSpectrum)
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
MeanEnergy
(_leV)
8.75
7.25
6.50
5.50
4.50
3.50
2.80
2.40
2.00
1.58
1.13
0.65
0.20
GeometricProgressionFittingParameters(Al)
a b c d Xk
0.033
0.029
0.027
0.022
0.016
0.002
-0.014
-0.023
-0.032
-0.045
-0.061
-0.079
-0.074
1.311
1.411
1.460
1.5O5
1.568
1.64O
1.695
1.738
1.781
1.843
1.958
2.168
2.762
0.911
0.923
0.929
0.945
0.966
1.016
1.076
1.115
1.153
1.218
1.308
1.432
1.455
-0.0288
-0.0253
-0.0245
-0.0198
-0.0161
-0.0095
-0.0002
0.0045
0.0091
0.0158
0.0204
0.0221
0.0114
13.561
13.299
12.718
11.615
11.560
11.505
11.696
13.508
15.320
15.900
15.892
16.833
17.020
Table 3.11 GPExposureBuildup FactorCoefficientsfor Tungsten
(NERVAGammaSpectrum)
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
MeanEnergy
(MeV)
8.75
7.25
6.50
5.50
4.50
3.50
2.80
2.40
2.00
1.58
1.13
0.65
0.20
GeometricProgressionFittingParameters(W)
b c d
0.051
0.060
0.058
0.053
0.034
0.016
0.013
0.010
0.007
0.012
0.035
0.074
0.347
1.469
1.440
1.414
1.395
1.378
1.385
1.410
1.419
1.428
1.422
1.432
1.354
1.155
1.050
0.980
0.970
0.964
1.001
1.030
1.020
1.016
1.012
0.983
0.885
0.741
0.248
-0.0740
-0.0818
-0.0789
-0.0746
-0.0580
-0.0411
-0.0348
-0.0274
-0.0200
-0.0204
-0.0264
-0.0412
-0.1966
Xk
14.131
14.221
14.293
14.140
13.830
13.570
13.416
13.408
13.400
14.156
13.590
13.695
13.680
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OPTIONS FOR A MULTIPURPOSE,
PORTABLE RADIATION SHIELD
INTRODUCTION
In the previous study (Bolch et al. 1990), an analysis was performed of the
radiological impact to SS crew of returning Mars vehicles. The work entailed the
identification and characterization of likely Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) and Nuclear
Thermal Rocket (NTR) operational parameters, the computation of shutdown gamma
source terms, and the subsequent calculation of radiation doses to the SS crew, either at the
station or at the vehicle as part of an EVA. Estimates were then made of vehicle parking
distances and shutdown times required to keep these doses within the allowable dose
budget or to a level comparable to doses received from natural sources. Consequently, of
the three fundamental techniques for reducing radiation exposures - time, distance, and
shielding - only the first two were explored during the first phase of the study. In this
second phase, further reductions in crew exposures via shielding options are explored as
part of the multipurpose, portable radiation shield concept defined in Chapter 1.
MARS MISSION AND SS OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS
The two reference Mars mission scenarios employed in this work were developed
based on discussions with the project staff at NASA Lewis Research Center (Stevenson
and Willoughby 1989). The first consists of an NEP Mars cargo craft on a 1810-day
round-trip to Mars departing from low earth orbit (LEO). It was assumed that an SP100-
class reactor (Armijo et al. 1989 and Deane et al. 1989) would be employed. The reference
SP-100 reactor has a baseline thermal power of 2.4 MW t and employs a static
thermoelectric power conversion subsystem to produce 100 kW e of power. The basic
design goals of the SP100, however, call for scalability up to an order of magnitude higher
power. In the scenario employed here, it was assumed that the reactor would generate 25
MW t and utilize a dynamic system (Rankine or Brayton cycle) in order to provide 5 MW of
electrical power. The vehicle was assumed to spend 150 days in Mars orbit with the
reactor operating at 0.4 MV_r t and 373 days coasting with a housekeeping power level of
0.2 MWt; for the remainder of the mission, the reactor was assumed to be operating at its
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full ratedpower of 25 MW t. The housekeeping power, 0.2 MW t, was assumed to be
available throughout the voyage.
The second Mars mission scenario consists of an NTR craft on a 486 day round-trip
to Mars starting from LEO. The first portion of the mission, the trans-Mars insertion
(TMI), is to be powered by a Phoebus-class reactor that would be discarded after Earth
escape (Borowski et al. 1989 and Bohl et al. 1989). It was assumed that a NERVA-class
reactor (Pierce et al. 1989 and Schmidt et al. 1988) operating at 1575 MW t would be
employed for the remainder of the mission. The NERVA-class reactor was assumed to be
bimodal, providing both thermal power for propulsion and electrical power for
housekeeping and mission requirements. The vehicle was assumed to spend 30 days in
Mars orbit with the reactor operating at 0.4 MW t and 456 days coasting at a housekeeping
power level of 0.2 MWt; for the remainder of the mission the reactor is to operate at its full
rated power of 1575 MW t. As with the NEP scenario, the housekeeping power is to be
provided for the entire mission. The thermal power levels and duration of the mission
phases for each of the mission scenarios are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
The reactors were treated as point sources and no shielding from the vehicle structure,
cargo, or onboard reactor shields was considered. This represents a "worst-case" scenario
and is conservative. Activated core and vehicle components would also make a minor
contribution to the shutdown gamma source strength, but were neglected in this work.
SHIELDING ANALYSIS FOR THE PARKING SCENARIO
As defined in the previous study (Bolch et al. 1990), the nuclear reactors on the
returning Mars vehicles are assumed to be shutdown for some time period after arrival in
LEO at a relatively large distance from SS. The craft are then towed or drift to within some
variable parking distance of SS; it is at this time that the calculation of radiation dose to the
SS crew begins.
Figs. 4.1 summarizes the results of phase one studies of the reference NEP vehicles.
In this plot, the integrated six-month dose to the SS crew is plotted as a function of
previous reactor shutdown time in days; additionally, each curve corresponds to a specific
parking distance employed. In the case of the returning NEP vehicle, Fig. 4. I shows that,
for a parking distance of only 1 km, a previous reactor shutdown of - 180 days is required
to insure that the integrated dose to the crew does not exceed radiation protection
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requirements.A reactorshutdowntime of greaterthanoneyear,however,is requiredat
this parkingdistanceif thedosecontributionto theSScrewfromthereactoris to equalthat
contributed by the natural spaceenvironment under best-case(BC) conditions. If,
however,theparkingdistanceof thereturningNEPvehicleis increasedto greaterthan6
km, theparkingdoseis alwayslessthanthedosefrom naturalspaceradiations,regardless
of prior shutdowntime.
The six-monthparkingdosefrom theNTR reactoris shownin Fig. 4.2. A reactor
shutdowntime of just under90daysis requiredto meettheLBAD-lt criterion at a 1km
separationdistance,a factorof 2 shorterthanthat for the NEPvehicle. Nevertheless,to
allowparkingdistancesgreaterthanafew kilometers,a shutdowntimeof only onedayis
neededto allow the short-livedfissionproductsproducedduring theEOC burnto decay
sufficiently. A moredetaileddescriptionsof theseresultscanbe found in NASA CR-
185185(Bolch etal. 1990).
While theseresultsarehighly encouragingfor the useof either NEP or NTR in
proximity operationswithin LEO, theremaybesituationswherethevehiclewouldneedto
be dockedto the stationwithout a long delayafter arrival to earth. Consequently,the
availability of the portable shield conceptmay be important to station and mission
operations.
In thisanalysis,shielddesigncalculationsweremadeunderthefollowing conditions.
First, variable laminatedshieldswere assumedfrom 100%A1 to 100%W with both
combinationsof laminationorderconsidered(AI followedby W indicatedasA1/Wversus
W followed by AI indicatedasW/A1). LiH wasnotconsideredin this study,althoughthis
material might effectively serveas an alternativeto the low-Z aluminum component.
Second,it wasassumedthatthevehicleswereto bebroughtto within 1km of the station.
Third, two valuesof previousreactor shutdownwere considered:0 daysand 30 days.
Fourth,three6-monthtargetdosevalueswereconsidered:0.2 Sv,0.05Sv,and0.01Sv.
The first questionexploredwasto whatdegreedid the laminationorderof tungsten
and aluminum influence the dosereduction capabilitiesof the shield? Calculations
performedand given in Figs. 4.3 and4.4 for the NEP andNTR vehicles,respectively,
showthatthepreferredorderwoulddiffer dependinguponwhich vehiclereactortypewas
employed.Eachfiguregivestherequiredl_nation thicknessof tungsten(abscissa)and
of aluminum(ordinate)neededto reducethesix-monthintegrateddoseat a 1-kmparking
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distanceto that indicatedin the legend. In addition,a 0-daypreviousreactorshutdown
period is assumed. In Fig. 4.3, the approximatenatureof applying the buildup factor
method to multilayer shields limits estimatesto be made for only thick shields with
laminationorderA1/Wfor theNEPspectrum.Nevertheless,both figuresindicatethatthe
preferred(lower total mass)laminationorderswould be tungstenfollowed by aluminum
(W/A1) for the NEP shutdownspectrumof gamma-raysand aluminum followed by
tungsten(AI/W) for theNTR shutdownspectrumof gamma-rays.
An intuitive understandingfor this differencecanbe found in noting the energy
spectral differences between the two reactor types. Figure 4.5 shows the relative
beginning-of-lifegammaflux in theradial directionfor eachreactorduringoperation.As
shown,the spectrumof gammaenergiesfor theNTRreactor(13groups)is highly peaked
atphotonenergiesbelow 1MeV, while thatof theNEPreactor(4 groups)is relatively fiat
out to severaltensof MeV. Thecorrespondingmassattenuationcoefficientsfor thisrange
of photonenergiesaregivenin Fig. 4.6 showingtheenhancedabsorptioncapabilitiesof
higher-Z materials such as tungsten at low photon energies due to photoelectric
interactions. Onecannow imagethehigh-flux, lower-energyphotonspectrumfrom the
NTR reactorincidentuponaportableshieldof eithera W/A1or A1/Wlaminationorderin
which the AI thicknessis of a fixed thickness. If thephotonsstrike the tungstenlayer
first, they will bepreferentiallyabsorbedin photoelectricinteractionsdue to the higher
crosssectionin tungsten.The neteffectwill bealower-flux,butslightly hardenedenergy
spectrumenteringtheA1layerwherethephotoelectriceffectis notasdominantasCompton
scatteringinteractions. If, however,thephotonswerefirst incidentupontheA1layer, the
spectrumwouldbesoftenedby Comptonscattering,butnotasgreatlyreducedin total flux.
This softenedspectrumwould thenenter the W layer,wherephotoelectricabsorptions
would have a larger effect in reducingthe post-shieldphotonenergy flux than in the
previouscase. Consequently,thepreferredlaminationorder(lower total shieldmass)for
the NTR reactorgammaspectrumwould be aluminum followed by tungsten(A1/W).
Similar but oppositeargumentsmaymadefor theNEPreactorshield. Nevertheless,Fig.
4.3 indicatesthelaminationorderis lessimportantfor theNEPreactorspectrum,andthus
afinal portableshielddesignmightwell befixed at aAI/W shieldasdictatedby theNTR
calculations.
Final shieldingdesignsfor theNTR andNEPreactorsaregivenin Figs.4,7 and4.8,
respectively,for thevehicleparkingscenarios.Eachfigure givescombinationsof W and
A1shield thicknessneededto reducethesix-monthintegrateddoseat 1km to the values
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indicatedin the legend.Theopensymbolsarefor a0-dayreactorshutdownprior to dose
integration,while theclosedsymbolsarefor a30-daypreviousreactorshutdown.Fig.4.7
showsthatfor areturningNEPreactor,apure-250 g cm-2 A1 shield or a pure -148 g cm -2
W shield would be required to reduce the six-month dose to 0.01 Sv (1 rem) without the
added advantage of a previous reactor shutdown period. The corresponding shield
requirements for the NTR reactor are -190 g cm -2 of A1, -162 g cm °2 of W, or various
combinations as indicated in Fig. 4.8.
Also indicated in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 are the reductions in shielding requirements at the
various dose targets as the previous reactor shutdown time is extended from zero days to
thirty days. There is a more substantial gain in dose reduction, and thus shielding
reduction, for the case of the NTR reactor over that for the NEP reactor, which is again
attributed to the large inventory of short-lived NTR fission products following the earth-
orbital-capture bum. For the three six-month target doses of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.2 Sv, the
extra 30 days of NTR reactor shutdown time results in reductions in required shielding of
approximately 42%, 55%, and 77%, respectively. Since the NEP fission-product
inventory consists of more long-lived isotopes, the corresponding percent reductions in
shielding thickness are less: 12%, 17%, and 28%, respectively. Consequently, the
additional 30-days of reactor shutdown time does not play as critical a role in reducing the
shielding requirements of the NEP vehicle as it does for the arriving NTR vehicle.
SHIELDING ANALYSIS FOR THE EVA SCENARIO
Scenarios were also considered in which space station personnel might approach the
vehicle in close proximity as in a 4-hour EVA along the vehicle proper. For these
scenarios, Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 give the 4-hour integrated dose to crew members at 50, 100,
and 200 meters from an unshielded shutdown reactor as a function of the prior reactor
shutdown time (Bolch et al. 1990). Fig. 4.9 indicates that a shutdown time of at least 150
days is required to meet the LBAD-st dose criteria for a separation distance of 50 m. For
this same shutdown time, separation distances of 100 m and 200 m would be needed to
deliver the same dose as one month of natural exposure in LEO under worst-case and best-
case conditions, respectively. Again, for the NEP vehicle, a reactor shutdown time of only
4 days would be required to meet the dose limits provided that the crew member remain
greater than 200 m from the shutdown reactor.
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In the caseof the NTR vehicle, Fig. 4.10 showsthat only 90 daysis requiredto
maintainEVA dosesbelow theLBAD-st dosecriteria. As with theNEP vehicle,only a
relativelyshortshutdowntimeis needed(- 6 days)to meetthedoselimit criteriaprovided
theseparationdistanceexceeds200 m. Onemayconcludethenthat additionalshielding
would bedesirablein caseswherework closeto thereactoris necessaryandoperational
conditionsprohibit longreactorstaytimesin higherorbit.
Shieldingoptionsfor portableshielddeploymentat returningvehiclesfor the 50-m
EVA scenario are given in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 for the NEP and NTR vehicles,
respectively. Fig. 4.11showsthat for a returningNEP reactor,a pure -340 g cm-2 AI
shieldor apure- 190g cm-2W shieldwouldberequiredto reducethefour-hourintegrated
doseto 0.01Svwithout theaddedadvantageof apreviousreactorshutdownperiod. The
correspondingshieldrequirementsfor theNTR reactorare-405 g cm-2of A1, ~ 310 g cm -2
of W, or various combinations as indicated in Fig. 4.12. As was seen in the parking_
scenarios, a substantial reduction in shielding requirements is gained if the NTR reactor is
allowed to cool down for 30-days prior to any off-vehicle activity. Fig. 4.12 indicates that
this additional 30-day period will allow shielding reductions of approximately 72%, 82%,
and 91% for dose targets of 0.01 Sv, 0.05 Sv, and 0.2 Sv, respectively. While not as
large as those for the NTR vehicle, the corresponding reductions for the NEP shielding
requirements are still substantial: 32%, 44%, and 60%, respectively.
In comparing the shielding options for the parking scenarios (Figs. 4.7 and 4.8) to
those of the EVA scenarios (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12), it appears that comparable shielding
requirements would be needed for the both scenarios provided the reactors were allowed
the 30-day shutdown period upon returning to LEO. If immediate access were needed to
either vehicle, it appears that the shielding requirements necessary to insure that 4-hour
EVA doses were below dose limits would be substantially greater than those needed to
protect the SS crew from exposures to reactors on parked vehicles.
REDUCTIONS IN INCIDENT PROTON SPECTRUM AT SPACE STATION
One of the motivating factors for the establishment of a portable radiation shield in
low earth orbit is the dual use of the shield in reducing trapped particle dose rates to station
crew members during periods of little to no orbital vehicle operations. During these
intermediate intervals, the shield may be positioned around the habitation modules of the
station to reduce the natural background exposures from trapped particles, particularly the
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lower proton radiation belts. By reducingthe naturalbackgroundexposuresof crew
membersbelow the0.01 to 0.05Sv permonth,thecorrespondingradiationdosebudgets
increasetherebypermittinggreaterflexibility in theuseof man-maderadiationsourcesin
low-earth-orbitoperations.
Fig. 4.13andits enlargement(Fig. 4.14)displaytheexitingprotonspectrafrom four
differentportableradiationshieldconfigurationsin comparisonto theambientspectraatan
altitudeof 450km andaninclinationof 28.50.All four shieldconfigurationscorrespondto
designswhich limit the 6-mo, 1-kmparkingdoseto 0.2 Sv from a returningNEP with
zeroshutdowntime. As shownin Fig.4.13,all four shieldcombinationsvirtually remove
the lower-energycomponentof the spectra(protonswith kinetic energiesless than 30
MeV), andslowdownthehigher-energycomponentfrom ameasuredmaximaof 500MeV
to -200 MeV. For the narrowrangeof proton energiesexiting the shields,the incident
protonflux is essentiallyreducedby afactorof 100. As statedearlierin Chapter3, afull
estimateof thereductionin doseratecannotbedirectly assessedbasedupontheserevised
spectrawithout additionalchargedparticletransportcalculations;nevertheless,it appears
thata substantialreductionin crewexposuresfrom thenaturalspaceenvironmentwouldbe
gainedwith thedeploymentof theportableshieldaroundthestation.
A further review of the differencesin shieldconfigurationasshown in Fig. 4.14
reveals that indeed shields of lower atomic number are more effective in attenuating the
incident proton flux. For example, a pure A1 shield will reduce the exiting flux of IO0-
MeV protons by a factor of -2 compared to a pure W shield. Nevertheless, Fig. 4.14
indicates that there are not substantial differences between the four shield configurations in
regard to their ability to reduce crew exposures to the trapped proton environment.
Additional analyses were conducted to look at reductions in differential proton spectra
for six shield designs for each of the two nuclear-powered vehicles considered in this
study. Fig. 4.15 shows a greater than 10-fold reduction in the differential proton spectra
incident upon the space station when shielded with a pure tungsten or a pure aluminum 30-
day, 0.2-Sv shield. Essentially no penetration is seen for shields designed at parking target
doses of 0.05 Sv or 0.01 Sv. Because the shielding requirements for the NTR reactor at
30 days post-shutdown are less demanding than those for the NEP reactor (due to the
lower fission product inventory), the corresponding reductions in the differential protons
spectra are less dramatic for the NTR shield configurations as shown in Fig. 4.16. In this
latter set, it is seen that a small but measurable distribution of exiting protons is present
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even if the 0.01-Sv aluminum shield is deployed around the habitation modules.
Nevertheless,agreaterthan10-foldreductionis alsoseenfor the0.05-SvNTR shields.
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS ON SHIELD SELECTION
Table 4.3 summarizes the shielding results for both the NEP and NTR vehicle at three
six-month integrated target doses of 0.2, 0.05, and 0.01 Sv and for a previous reactor
shutdown of 30 days. Whereas a variety of dual lamination shield designs were assessed,
this table only gives the required shielding thicknesses for a pure Al or a pure W design.
As indicated earlier in Chapter 3, the tungsten shields offer comparable dose reductions at a
lower total mass per projected shield area. When used as a proton shield, the 0.2-Sv NEP
shield designs offer a greater than 10-fold reduction in the primary trapped proton flux at
space station. Essentially no penetration is seen for the 0.05-Sv and the 0.01-Sv shields.
For the NTR shields, the 0.05-Sv shield design is needed for a greater than 10-fold
reduction in the primary proton flux; a 100-fold decrease is seen for the 0.01-Sv shield.
Furthermore, the lamination order and composition at a given target dose can contribute no
more than an additional factor of 2 in the reduction of the proton flux at space station.
Mass savings with the tungsten shield might very well dominate any additional gains seen
in proton dose reduction offered by the more complex and possibly costly A1/W or W/AI
lamination designs. Pure tungsten shields would then be recommended for any
implementation of a nuclear vehicle portable shield in LEO.
i
SHIELD DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS AT SPACE STATION
Deployment options for the portable radiation shields are complicated by the fact that
the size requirements for shielding the station, shielding the NTR reactor, and shielding the
NEP reactor vary considerably. The habitation modules for the station are cylindrical in
shape with a length of-13.41 m and an outer radius of-2.13 m. The sleeping quarters
occupies approximately one-half of this length or 6.70 m. The NERVA-cIass reactor of the
NTR vehicle can be effectively encompassed by a cylindrical shield 4.17 m in length with
an inner radius of 1.06 m. The SP-100-class reactor of the NEP vehicle at a rated thermal
power level of 25 MW could be effectively shielded in the radial direction by a cylindrical
shield of only 0.97 m in height with an outer radius of 0.39 m. Total 41t shielding
geometry would most likely pose unnecessary difficulties in deployment and redeployment
of the shield. The size and mass of a multipurpose, portable radiation shield in LEO would
thus be dictated by the requirements for deployment over the larger NTR reactor.
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As anexample,considertheshieldingmassrequirementsfor theNTR reactorusing
thedosimetryestimatesdiscussedpreviouslyin thisChapter.The totalshieldvolumefor
theNTR reactorcanbeestimatedas:
Vshie, d = rl:ro2h - /tri2h = gh[(ri + t)2 - ri2] = rth[2rit + t2],
where r0 and ri are the outer and inner radius of the shield, respectively, h is the length of
the shield, and t is the shield's linear thickness. For the NTR reactor, ri is 1.06 m and h is
4.17 m. Furthermore, a pure tungsten NTR shield with a density thickness of 53 g cm -2
(corresponding to a 6-mo integrated dose to the station crew of 0.05 Sv) would have a
linear thickness of the shield would be 2.75 cm of W. Consequently, the total shield
volume would be 773,663 cm 3 giving it a total mass of 14.9 MT. For maximum
flexibility, the shield could be constructed from rectangular panels of tungsten 2 m in length
and 1 m in width. The total number of panels, N, needed for NTR deployment would thus
be given as ratio of the total shield surface area to the area per panel:
N - Sshield = 2_106 cmX417 cm) = 13.8 - 14 panels.
Apane 1 (200 cmX 100 cm)
When the NTR shield is subsequently deployed at the station during times of little or
no vehicular activity in LEO, a greater number of panels would be needed. In one
configuration, the total shield length could be kept constant at 4.17 m, thus shielding (417
cm / 670 cm) or 62% of the crew habitation module. Since the inner radius of the space
station shield is essentially twice that of the NTR configuration (2.13 cm versus 1.06 cm),
approximately 28 panels would be needed for station deployment. If the total shield mass
were held constant, the thickness of the panels at space station would thus be limited to
one-half of the 2.75 cm of W at the NTR vehicle, or ~ 1.38 cm, Under this scenario, each
panel could be limited to 1.38 cm in thickness in which case the NTR shield would consist
of a double wrapping of 14 pairs of shielding panels, while the space station shield would
consist of a single wrapping of 28 single, 1.38-cm thick panels, Finally, the density
thickness of the shield in its space station configuration would fall from 53 g cm -2 to ~27 g
cm-2; nevertheless, the data shown in Fig. 4.16 indicates that the station Crew would still
enjoy a factor of 10 reduction in the incident proton flux.
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A similaranalysiscanbemadeof themassrequirementsfor NEPshielddeployment.
For a cylindrical shield97cm in length,39 cm in its inner radius,andhavinga density
thicknessof 88g cm-2(seeTable4.3),theshieldvolumeandmasswould thusbe 114,724
cm3 and 2.21 MT, respectively. If the full complementof NTR shield panelswere
available, a maximumof (14.9MT / 2.21 MT) or 6-7 NEP reactors could be shielded
simultaneously. Although the scenario examined in this project envisioned a single-reactor
NEP vehicle, current vehicle designs being explored at NASA Lewis envision multiple
reactor NEP configurations; consequently, two of these three-reactor "hydra" NEP vehicles
could be completely shielded with the 14.9 MT of tungsten currently available in LEO.
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Table 4.1 NEPMissionScenarioDescription.
MissionPhase
EarthSpiral-Out(from450km)
HeliocentrictoMars
1stPortion:Thrust
2ndPortion:Coast
3rdPortion:Thrust
Mars Spiral-In
Mars Operations
Mars Spiral-Out
Heliocentric to Earth
1st Portion: Thrust
2nd Portion: Coast
3rd Portion: Thrust
Earth Spiral-In (to 450 km)
!Earth Orbit Arrival
Duration (days)
443
253
162
85
86
150
39
74
211
68
239
Variable
Power (MWth)
25
25
0.2
25
25
0.4
25
25
0.2
25
25
Reactor Shutdown
Table 4.2 NTR Mission Scenario Description.
Mission Phase
Trans-Mars Insertion (TMI)
Coast To Mars
Mars Orbital Capture (MOC)
Mars Operations
Trans-Earth Insertion (TEl)
Coast To Earth
Earth Orbital Capture (EOC)
Earth Orbit Arrival
Duration (days)
(1 st stage)
286
0.028
30
0.024
170
0.016
Variable
Power (MWth)
(1st stage)
0.2
1575
0.4
1575
0.2
1575
Reactor Shutdown
Table 4.3
Dose Target
(Sv)
0.2
0.05
0.01
Summary of portable shield requirements for NEP and NTR vehicles
corresponding to a previous 30-day reactor shutdown period.
NEP
(8/cm2) w ( cm2)
76 48
140 88
220 132
NTR
A1@'cm2) W ( /cm2)
15 18
59 53
108 96
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CHAPTER 5
RADIATION CONCERNS FOLLOWING MATERIAL ACTIVATION
i.
ON CO-ORBITING NUCLEAR PLATFORMS
INTRODUCTION
With the establishment of a transportation infrastructure in low earth orbit, nuclear
reactors may be needed to meet the power requirements of exploration activities. Various
scientific and/or operational platforms might use as their power source SP-100 reactors
which would co-orbit with the space station. Mission planners would need to establish
procedures for the maintenance of these facilities. One concern would be the activation of
materials in tools used during in-orbit EVA operations. Scenarios may arise in which
tools or other materials are left on the platform from work performed while the reactors
are in a shutdown state. During subsequent restart of the reactors, these materials would
be subject to a neutron flux whereby some constituent elements may be radioactivated.
This induced radioactivity would serve as a source of radiation exposure to crew members
who would latter retrieve the tools and bring them back to the station. It would be helpful
to mission planners to have a relative ranking of various metals with regard to their
potential for radiation exposure to crew members under these circumstances.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
To address these questions, calculations of induced activity were made for sixteen
different metals exposed to neutron fields around an operating SP-100 reactor. For each
metal, two sample configurations, two irradiation positions, and three irradiation times
were considered. Sample configurations included both a fixed volume of 125 cm 3 (a
cube 5-cm on a side) or a fixed mass (1-gram sample). While these choices are somewhat
arbitrary, they do allow for a relative comparison between various types of metals of
abundance in tools or other objects subjected to the reactor neutron fields. The various
samples were positioned either 22.5 meters directly behind the reactor shadow shield (the
location of the payload zone for unmanned SP-100 applications) or they were positioned
3 meters outside the shadow shield in the radial direction. These positions thus represent
two extremes for the material activation scenarios.
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The amountof induced activity dependson several factors including the cross
section for neutron capture as a function of neutron kinetic energy, the abundance of
various isotopes present in a given metal sample, and the flux of neutrons present
(Chilton et al. 1984). Fig. 5.1 gives a generic plot of induced fractional activity as a
function of time expressed in units of the half-life of the induced species. At an ordinate
value of 1.0, the material has been sufficiently irradiated by neutrons so as to reach its
saturation activity at which time the production rate of target atoms by radioactivation
exactly balances the loss rate due to radioactive decay. The absolute value of the
saturation activity depends upon the magnitude of the three factors mentioned above. The
time to reach saturation activity is dependent upon the half-lives of the induced species
and the irradiation time of the sample. Essentially one-half of the maximum activity is
achieved after one product half-life, whereas 99% of the saturation activity is reached only
after 6.64 product half-lives. Three irradiation times were considered in this work: a 4-
hour neutron irradiation, a 30-day neutron irradiation, and a continuous irradiation for 10-
years. The latter essentially ensures that saturation activity is achieved for all sixteen of
the metal samples considered.
At this point, a direct comparison of the induced activity does not in and of itself
allow for a quantitative comparison of the external radiation hazard of the various
activated samples. The decay scheme of each induced species must be considered.
Nonpenetrating radiations such as alpha particles and beta particles contribute minimally
to external exposures to individuals provided the samples (e.g., tools) are shielded in
some type of storage container or locker. Gamma-rays as thus the main component of the
decay scheme which would contribute to any external dose. Consequently, external
doses were calculated at a distance of one meter from each of the irradiated samples
consider above. The analogy would be that a space station crew member would retrieve
an activated tool from the co-orbiting platform and subsequent return to the station where
he or she would remain in close vicinity to the sample or tool for an extended period. It is
on this basis that a relative comparison of the various metal constituents can be compared.
Activity calculations were made using the activation analysis code REAC2 which
considered the changes in composition of materials subjected to neutron irradiation fields
(RSIC 1994). The code considers secondary radioactivation of activation products as
well as various pathways of radioactivation such as (n,2n), (n,p), and (n,a) capture
reactions in addition to radiative capture reactions of the type (n,),).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dosimetry results for the irradiation of both a 125 cm 3 sample of metal and a 1-
gram sample of metal 22.5 meters behind the shadow shield of an operating SP-100
reactor are shown in Figs. 5.2 and Figs. 5.3, respectively. The ordinate of both figures
demonstrates that the radiological concern is minimal for metallic objects or tools
irradiated within neutrOn flux Of an operating SP-100 reactor within the confines of the
reactor shadow shield. As a general trend, the data demonstrate that increasing neutron
irradiation will result in a larger radioactivity inventory thus delivering a larger cumulative
dose to the crew member at later times. This general tre_ does have its exception,
however, as indicated for the tin samples. In this particular case, the large mixture of
activation products [7 radioisotopes of Sn considering only the (n,T) reactions] coupled
with both their gamma-ray spectra, th--e_i-haif-lives, and the contribution of secondary
activation pathways, results in a subsequent six-month exposure to the crew which is
greater for the 4-hour neutron exposure than in the case of the 30-day neutron exposure.
More definitive conclusions can be drawn by looking at the potential radiological
hazards associated with materials exposed to the reactor neutron field outside the shadow
shield. Dosimetry results for the irradiation of both the 125 cm 3 and the 1-gram sample
of metal positioned 3 meters from the reactor in the radial direction are shown in Figs. 5.4
and 5.5, respectively, for each of the three irradiation times. While the post-irradiation
exposure scenario used in this analysis is rather extreme (a one-meter separation for six
months), substantial radiation doses might be delivered to crew members retrieving tools
or other materials which are exposed to the out-of-shadow neutron fields. Fig. 5.4
indicates that for the 125 cm 3 samples exposed to the out-of-shadow neutron flux for 4-
hours, 10 out of the 16 metals (Au, Co, Mg, Mn, Ni, Sn, Ta, W, Zn, Zr) would result in
six-month radiation doses exceeding or closely approaching the 0.2 Sv LBAD-It dose
budget. If the neutron exposure is increased to 30-days, essentially all of the 16 metals
samples considered would result in cumulative exposures to the crew members exceeding
the 0.2 Sv dose-budget limit.
Substantially lower cumulative doses would result if the samples are considered to
be of equal mass (1 gram) and not of equal volume (125 cm3). Fig. 5.5 shows that for a
4-hour neutron exposure out-of-shadow, cumulative exposures to the crew are
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substantiallybelowthe 0.2 Sv dose-budget limit. The exceptions are gold and tantalum
which would deliver doses of 0.029 Sv (2.9 rem) and 0.012 Sv (1.2 rem), respectively.
If the neutron irradiation is extended to 30 days, one-gram samples of gold, cobalt, and
tantalum would result in exposures exceeding the dose budget. Additional metals of
concern would be nickel, tungsten, and zirconium which would deliver six-month
cumulative doses to crew members of 0.049, 0.013, and 0.012 Sv, respectively. Finally,
elements such as Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, and Zn might also pose additional hazards if present in
tools and/or material subject to multiyear neutron exposures followed by close contact
with space station crew members.
CONCLUSIONS
A series of simplified activation scenarios were constructed to simulate the possible
radioactivation of various metals as might be found in EVA tools which were left in the
vicinity of operating SP-100 reactors in LEO. The scenarios are somewhat arbitrary in
that the irradiated sample (either 125 cm 3 or 1 gram of pure metal) was assumed to be
brought back to the space station and positioned only 1 meter away from a crew member
for a period of six-months. Consequently, the scenarios are very conservative and are
only intended to give a relative ranking of various metals according to their potential for
radiation safety concerns. Even with these provisos, it appears that radioactivation of
materials some 20 meters from the reactor in the shadow of the reactor shield complex is
of negligible radiological concern. The analysis shows, however, that rather substantial
radiological concerns may arise for some elements exposed to the unshielded neutron flux
of the operating reactor in the radial direction. Elements of potential concern in this latter
scenario include Au, Co, Ni, Ta, and possibly W and Zr.. For very long irradiations
(several years), additional metals of concern would include Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, and Zn.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF RADIATION DOSIMETRY QUANTITIES AND UNITS
INTRODUCTION
This appendix briefly defines the two quantities used in radiation dosimetry: the
absorbed dose (D) and the dose equivalent (H). The two are related by the expression H =
QD, where Q is a dimensionless weighting factor. In this report, the general term radiation
"dose" will be used to specify values of dose equivalent.
ABSORBED DOSE
The primary physical quantity used in radiation dosimetry is the absorbed dose (D)
and is defined as the net amount of energy deposited per unit mass of tissue or other
material. Its traditional unit is the tad which is equal to 100 ergs of energy deposited per
gram of material. The S.I. unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy) which is equal to one
joule deposited per kilogram of material. Consequently, one Gy is equal to 100 rad.
Absorbed dose can be measured with devices such as thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD)
or gas ionization chambers. Absorbed doses to internal organs is usually inferred from
radiation transport calculations using mathematical phantoms (see Appendix B).
DOSE EQUIVALENT
Not all types of radiation produce the same amount of biological damage per unit
absorbed dose. In particular, charged particles with high rates of energy loss per unit track
length, such as neutron recoils and low-energy protons, are more effective in producing
biological effects than those with lower rates of energy loss, such as electrons and high-
energy protons. This rate of energy loss is defined as the LET, or linear energy transfer, of
the particle.
To account for the greater biological effectiveness of high-LET radiations, the
quantity dose equivalent (H) is defined for use in radiation protection:
m
H=QD ,
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mwhere D is the absorbed dose and Q is a dimensionless weighting parameter called the
average quality factor. The traditional unit of dose equivalent is the rem and is equal to Q
times the absorbed dose in rad. The S.I. unit of dose equivalent is the sievert (Sv) and is
equal to Q times the absorved dose in Gy. Consequently, a dose equivalent of one Sv is
equal to 100 rem.
For a given radiation field and a point of interest within the body, the average quality
factor can be determined either by detailed measurement or by radiation transport
calculations using the expression:
: D_.I Lmax
J Lmin
QL DL dL,
where D is the total absorbed dose, DL is the absorbed dose delivered by particles in the
LET range L to L+dL, and QL is the quality factor as a function of LET as shown in Figure
A.1. Note that for low-LET radiations (LET < 3.5 keV/p.m), Q is always equal to one.
For very high-LET radiations (LET > 175 keV/l.tm), Q is always equal to its maximum
value of 20. :: : _ _- :_:_--,_ _ : _ .... =. _::::: : : _ _ -:: _;_
In many situations, only the type of radiation present and the total absorbed dose are
known; consequently, single values of Q may be used as shown in Table A. 1. Recently,
however, several radiation protection organizations have issued reports recommending that
Q for fast neutrons be increased from 10 to 20 (ICRP 1985, NCRP 1987) or 25 (ICRU
1986). This increased level of conservatism places a greater emphasis on making actual
LET spectral measurements within radiation fields of interest.
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Table A.1 Average Values of Quality Factor for Various Radiations.
[Source: Table 5 of NCRP Report No. 39 (NCRP 1971)]
Radiation T_pe .... Rounded Quali_ Factor
X-rays, Gammas, Electrons
Thermal Neutrons
Fast Neutrons
Protons
Alpha Particles
Fission Fragments, Recoil Nuclei
1
2
10
10
20
20
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APPENDIX B
FLUENCE-TO-ORGAN DOSE CONVERSION FUNCTIONS
INTRODUCTION
This appendix describes the method by which radiation doses to the blood forming
organs are calculated for both gamma and neutron irradiations. The term "blood forming
organ" is a general term denoting the dose at a depth of 5 cm (NCRP 1989). In this report,
BFO doses are specifically calculated for the red bone marrow.
CALCULATION OF ORGAN DOSES
The calculation of doses to the various organs of the body is greatly facilitated by the
use of organ dose conversion functions (DCF). These functions give the organ dose
delivered per unit radiation fluence as a function of particle energy incident upon the body.
Thus, the dose H to a particular organ T from radiation type R is determined as:
HT,R = I Emax
_)R,E (DCF)T,R,E dE,
where (_R,E is the total fluence (number of particles incident per unit area) for radiation R
differential with respect to particle energy E, and (DCF)T,R,E is the dose conversion
function for organ T and radiation R.
The radiation source terms (_R,E for both operating and shutdown NEP and NTR
reactors are presented in Chapter 4. Organ DCFs used in this report were take from Report
43 of the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) (ICRU
1988). These functions were generated from Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations
using detailed mathematical phantoms of the human body (K.ramer 1982). ICRU Report
43 graphically displays gamma and neutron dose conversion functions for 12 organs and
five irradiation geometries. The five geometries are (1) a broad parallel beam from front to
back; (2) a broad parallel beam from back to front; (3) a broad parallel beam from the side;
(4) an isotropic field; and (5) a planar isotropic radiation field. This latter field is analogous
to an individual being rotated within a broad parallel beam and is the most appropriate for
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estimatingradiationdosesfromman-madesourcesin space.TheDCFsgivenin Report43
for gammairradiationweretakenfrom Williams et. al 1985;thosefor neutronirradiation
weretakenfrom Nagarajanet.al 1981.
SELECTED DCFs FOR GAMMAS AND NEUTRONS
Dose conversion functions are given in ICRU Report 43 in the form of discrete
values for 14 gamma energies and 16 neutron energies. These values for the red bone
marrow are given in Tables B. 1 and B.2 for planar isotropic gamma and neutron radiation
fields, respectively. To facilitate the dose calculations in this report, the DCF values for
gamma irradiation were fit to a third-order polynomial of the type:
ln(DCFv) = a + b In(F- v) + c [ln(Ev)] 2 + d [ln(E,v)]3
where a = -26.368453, b = 0.874235, c = -0.0468297, d = 0.00497059,
F_O,is in MeV, and DCFv is in Sv cm 2.
This function is shown in Figure B. 1 along with the tabulated values of Table B. 1. The
DCF values for neutron irradiation were fit to a fifth-order polynomial of the type:
ln(DCFn) = a + b ln(En) + c [ln(En)] 2 + d [ln(En)] 3 + e [ln(En)] 4 + f [ln(En)] 5
where a = -23.243145, b = 0.968684, c = -0.0472173, d = -0.0327160,
e = -0.00302264, f -- -0.0000852384, En is in MeV,
and DCFn is in Sv cm 2.
This function is displayed in Figure B.2. It is important to note that this functional form is
only valid for neutron energies between 1 eV and 15 MeV; functional values below 1 eV
are greatly overestimated and those above 15 MeV are greatly underestimated.
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Table B.1 Gamma Dose to the Red Bone Marrow per Unit Fluence
within a Planar Isotropic Radiation Field.
[Source: Fig. B.6 of ICRU Report 43 (ICRU 1988)]
Gamma Energy Dose per Unit Fluence
(Mev) (Sv cm^2)
2.50E-02
5.00E-02
6.00E-02
7.00E-02
8.00E-02
1.00E-01
1,50E-01
2.00E-01
3.00E-01
5.00E-01
1.00E+00
3.00E+00
6.00E+00
1.00E+01
5.50E-14
1.60E-13
2.00E-13
2.30E-13
2.60E-13
3.30E-13
5.20E- 13
7.00E- 13
1.20E- 12
1.90E- 12
3.70E-12
8.50E- 12
1.50E- 11
2.20E- 11
Table B.2 Neutron Dose to the Red Bone Marrow per Unit Fluence
within a Planar Isotropic Radiation Field.
[Source: Fig. B.33 of ICRU Report 43 (ICRU 1988)]
Neutron Energy Dose per Unit Fluence
(Mev) (Sv cm^2)
1.00E-06
1.00E-05
1.00E-04
1.00E-03
1.00E-02
2.50E-02
5.00E-02
1.00E-01
2.80E-01
5.50E-01
1.00E+00
2.50E+00
5.00E+00
8.00E+00
1.20E+01
1.50E+01
2.90E-12
2.70E-12
2.50E-12
2.40E- 12
2.70E-12
3.40E- 12
5.50E- 12
1.00E- 11
2.50E- 11
5.20E- 11
9.00E- 11
1.70E- 10
2.50E- 10
3.10E-10
3.70E- 10
4.00E- 10
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APPENDIX C
DECAY HEAT CALCULATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS
INTRODUCTION
This appendix is intended to present the range of decay heat models available in the
literature and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. A secondary purpose is to
explain the rationale for selecting the particular model employed in this work. In addition,
the expressions necessary to implement this model for the cases analyzed (i.e. the NTR and
NEP reactors) are developed.
DECAY HEAT MODELS
Immediately after reactor shutdown, the reactor power level is controlled by delayed
neutron emission. The power during this period may be described by the simple
exponential form shown below:
Ps = Po a e -bt
where 'a' (unitless) and 'b' (time -1) are empirical constants, Po is the operating reactor
power, and Ps is the power of the shutdown reactor. For a typical power reactor, 'a' and
'b' may be taken tobe approximately 0115 and 0.1 sec -1, respectively (Tong and Weisman
1979, Weisman 1977). Since this behavior is only exhibited immediately after reactor
shutdown, its contribution was not included in the analyses reported here.
After a few hours following reactor shutdown the reactor power is controlled by
decay heat, which is primarily due to the radioactive decay of fission products. Gammas
emitted from neutron capture products represent a secondary source of decay heat. The
chief neutron capture products of concern for terrestrial reactors are uranium-239 0d-239)
and neptunium-239 (Np-239), which result from neutron capture in U-238. This will not
be of importance for most space reactor designs since their fuels are typically highly
enriched in U-235 and thus contain only a small amount of U-238. Reactor structural and
control materials, which are considered to be of only minor importance in terrestrial power
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reactors,are usually the primary sourceof neutron capture products for most space
reactors.
A large number of relatively simple empirical models for post-shutdown decay heat
and gamma source terms have been developed and reported in the literature. These are
discusses briefly in the following paragraphs.
The first class of decay heat models can be illustrated by the relationship shown
below (E1-Wakil 1971):
[P___s= Ats B 1- 1+Po
where A, B, and C are empirical constants, to is the length of time the reactor has been
operated, and t s is the reactor shutdown time. As before, Po is the operating reactor power
and Ps is the power of the shutdown reactor. E1-Wakil (1971) gives these constants as
0.095, 0.26, and 0.2, respectively, for time given in seconds. The bracketed term in this
expression accounts for the effect of finite reactor operation times; as this time approaches
infinity, the bracketed term goes to unity. Similar expressions are also presented in ANL
(1963), in this case the decay power due to gamma and beta emission are given separately
and the contributions from various gamma energy groups are illustrated. It should be noted
that much of the experimental work providing the foundations for these expressions was
performed from the late 1940s through early 1960s. These expressions, while their
simplicity is attractive, have been reported to be in error by factors greater than 2 for times
in excess of a few hours (England et al. 1975).
Recently, a more accurate class of decay heat models has been developed, evaluated,
and verified. These models are based on modem experimental data evaluations and employ
sums of exponentials to provide a better empirical fit. An example of this type of model is
shown below (Chilton et al. 1984):
N k
fk(tf) = _ 0_jk e- _,jkt
j=l
where fk is the energy release rate per fission for gammas (or betas) in energy group k
(MeV/fission/sec), tf is the time since the fission event of interest occurred, and Ctjk and _.jk
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areempirical constantsfor energygroupk. Various numberof decaygammaor beta
energygroupshavebeenemployedby differentinvestigators.LaBauveetal. (1982)report
formulatingvaluesfor 22, 11,and6 groups;bothLaBauveet al. (1982)andANS/ANSI
(1979)give coefficientsetsfor asingleenergygroupcorrelation.Nk is simplythenumber
of termsusedto constructthefit. LaBauveet al. (1982)employ 11termsin their single
energy group models and between 9 to 15 coefficients for their 6 energy group
expressions;the ANS/ANSI (1979)modelmakesuseof 23 termsin their singleenergy
groupmodel.
In the casewhere all contributions are lumped into a single energy group, the
expressiongivenabovereducesto:
f(tf)
N
= _ o_je "Xjt
j=l
Integrating with respect to both reactor operating and shutdown time yields the gamma
energy release rate at the shutdown time of interest. This is discussed in more detail in the
following section.
Lastly, it should be noted that a number of detailed computer codes have been
developed which are capable of yielding decay heat source terms. The ORIGEN code
(Croff 1973), which has been upgraded to the ORIGEN2 version (Croft 1980, Croft 1983
and RSIC 1987), is the best known and most widely utilized. The ORIGEN code series
has been extensively verified and is considered a standard for this type of calculation. The
CINDER code series (England et al. 1976) can also be used for this purpose. Schenter et
al. (1977) provide a discussion and comparison of many of these codes; LaBauve et al.
(1982) provide a short listing as well. The main advantage to employing these codes is
accuracy. The simple empirical expressions given above were developed using data from
terrestrial power reactors and thus will not be as accurate when applied to space reactors
which employ different materials and operating conditions. Another advantage to this type
of code is that neutron capture and activation effects are explicitly accounted for in the code
predictions, although empirical correction factors to account for these phenomena have
been developed.
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SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A DECAY HEAT MODEL
As discussed above, isotope generation and depletion codes such as ORIGEN2 yield
the most accurate estimate of the decay gamma and heat source terms. However, to
implement these codes requires a good knowledge of the reactor material composition and
neutron flux. Since these were not readily available and the project was subject to time
constraints, it was judged acceptable to employ one of the empirical exponential
summation decay heat models. As noted above, the very simple decay models are not
sufficiently accurate for this work. Only the decay gamma source was of interest since the
betas will be absorbed within the reactor and the corresponding bremsstrahlung
contribution is small compared to the decay gamma source strength.
As discussed in the section above, the gamma energy release rate per fission
(MeV/fission/sec) can be expressed as:
f(tf)
N
= Z 0_j e- _.jt
j=l
where, as before, tf is the time since the fission event occurred, and c_j and _.j are empirical
constants. Multiplying this expression by the operating fission rate yields the total
shutdown gamma energy release rate; the operating fission rate can be expressed as the
reactor power divided by the recoverable energy per fission. The gamma energy release
rate per unit time of reactor operation, F(tf) (in MeV/sec2), can then be written as:
N
F tf -(Per)Yoje
j=l
where Po is the operating power in MeV/s and E r is the recoverable energy per fission event
in MeV/fission. Assuming a constant reactor power, this expression may be integrated
with respect to operating time, to, to yield the total gamma energy release rate, or power, at
some shutdown time, ts, as shown below:
N llo +ts (_)_IP'ts(ts) = (_-)Z O_j e-Ntf dtf = t_J(1-e-N t°)e-N,
j=l j= _-j
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Therearealternateperiodsof full andreducedpoweroperationin theMars mission
scenariosemployedin this work; eachperiod of operation(mission phase)is treated
separatelyand the sourceterms aresummedto computea total source. Denoting the
operatingpower,operatingtime, and correspondingshutdowntime (i.e. time sincethat
missionphaseended)for eachphasewith thesubscript'm' andsummingoverall mission
phasesyieldsthetotalgammapowerafterreactorshutdown:
PL(ts) =
m=l
(P°m/
--ZTr/
where M is the total number of mission phases. The procedure employed to compute the
shutdown gamma dose using this shutdown gamma power expression is discussed in
Chapter 6 of this report.
The expression given above can be integrated with respect to exposure time, te, to
compute the total gamma energy released during a given exposure period:
ET(ts,tex p) =
m=l
Pom/ :OJ7-5(1 -
j=l Xj
e-kjto.) e-_'Jt_._l_ e- Ljt_)
As discussed in the preceding section, there are multiple coefficient sets (o_j,kj)
available that could be employed with the expressions developed above. For the purposes
of this work, the single-energy group reported by LaBauve et al. (1982) and given in Table
C. 1 was employed.
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Table C.1 Empirical Constant Set Employed for Gamma Source Term.
Coefficient
Index (J)
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Alpha
(unitless),
2.808E- 11
6.038E-10
3.227E-08
4.055E-07
8.439E-06
2.421E-04
1.792E-03
2.810E-02
1.516E-01
4.162E-01
1.053E-01
Lam_
(1/sec)
7.332E-10
4.335E-08
1.932E-07
1.658E-06
2.147E-05
2.128E-04
1.915E-03
1.769E-02
1.652E-01
1.266E+00
5.222E+00
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APPENDIX D
FORTRAN PROGRAMS FOR CALCULATING
PORTABLE SHIELDING REQUIREMENTS AND
REDUCTION IN INCIDENT PROTON SPECTRUM
SHIELD,FOR
10
15
C
C
C
2O
25
30
35
40
5O
program shield
common/gpcoeff/energy(13,2),coeff(5,13,2,2),ac(13,2,2)
common/operdr/doserate(13,2)
common/ger/shutime(37),ger(37,2,2)
common/power/pgo(2)
common/choice/iveh,nener,ite,ishut,sttd, iorder
Open GPCOEFF.DAT, OPERDR.DAT, and GAMENER.DAT and read input data
call getcoeff
call getopdr
call getger
Enter the vehicle type...
write(6,10)
format(//ix,'Enter the vehicle type:
read(5,*)iveh
if(iveh.eq.l)then
nener = 4
else
nener = 13
endif
I-[NEP] or 2-[NTR] : ',$)
Define the operating gamma power (MWth)...
pgo(1) = 25. * 0.065
pgo(2) = 1575. * 0.065
Enter the exposure period...
write(6,15)
format(//Ix,'Enter the exposure period:
read(5,*)ite
1-[4 h] or 2-[6 mo]: ',$)
Enter the previous shutdown time...
write(6,20)
format(//ix,'Enter the previous shutdown time:'/)
do 30 i=I,7
write(6,25)i,shutime(i),i+10,shutime(i+10),i+20,shutime(i+20),
* i+30,shutime(i+30)
format(ix,4(2x, i2,'-[',f5.1,']'))
continue
do 40 i=8,10
write(6,35)i,shutime(i),i+10,shutime(i+10),i+20,shutime(i+20)
format(ix,4(2x, i2,'-[',f5.1,']'))
continue
write(6,50)
format(/Ix,'Shutdown Time (days): ',$)
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read(5,*)ishut
c
c Enter the source-to-target distance in meters
c
write(6,55)
55 format(//Ix,'Enter the soUrce-to-target distance in (m): ',$)
read(5,*)sttd
c
c
c
6O
c
c
c
Determine the Lamination Order
write(6,60)
format(//ix,'Enter the lamination order I-[AI,W] or 2-[W, AI]: ',$)
read(5,*)iorder
Enter the Reference Dose Limit
write(6,70)
70 format(//Ix,'Enter the desired dose limit (Sv) : ',$)
read(5,*)refdose
c
c Enter the maximum tungsten shield thickness
c
write(6,80)
80 format(//ix,'Enter the max. W shield thickness (g/cm2): ',$)
read(5,*)rxwmax
Perform the dose calculations...
write(6,90)refdose
90 format(//Ix,'Shield Thicknesses for Reference Dose (Sv): ',f5.2/
* Ix,'W(g/cm2) Al(g/cm2)'/)
rxw = 0.0
i00 rxa = 0.0
rxal = 0.0
ii0 call dosecalc(rxa,rxw, dose)
if (dose.gt.refdose) then
rxal = rxa
rxa = rxa + 5.
go to Ii0
else
rxah = rxa
iter = 1
go to 120
endif
120 rxa = (rxal + rxah)/2.
call dosecalc(rxa,rxw, dose)
if (abs((dose - refdose)/refdose).It.0.001) then
write(6,125)rxw, rxa
125 format(2x, f7.2,5x, f7.2)
goto 130
elseif (dose.gt.refdose) then
rxal = rxa
else
rxah = rxa
endif
iter = iter + 1
if (iter.gt.1000) stop
go to 120
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130 rxw = rxw + 5.
if (rxw.gt.rxwmax)
stop
else
goto 100
endif
end
then
block data
common/gpcoeff/energy(13,2),coeff(5,13,2,2),ac(13,2,2)
common/operdr/doserate(13,2)
data energy/26*O.O/,coeff/260*O.O/,ac/52*O.O/
data doserate/26*0.0/
end
C
C
C
C
C
C
subroutine dosecalc(rxa,rxw, dose)
common/gpcoeff/energy(13,2),coeff(5,13,2,2),ac(13,2,2)
common/operdr/doserate(13,2)
common/ger/shutime(37),ger(37,2,2)
common/power/pgo(2)
common/choice/iveh,nener, ite,ishut,sttd, iorder
doseaw = 0.0
dosewa = 0.0
do i00 ie = l,nener
Determine the Unshielded Gamma Dose
usdr = doserate(ie,iveh) * ger(ishut,ite, iveh) / pgo(iveh)
usdr = usdr / (sttd**2)
Determine the Reduction in Uncollided Photon Flux
aca = ac(ie,l,iveh)
acw = ac(ie,2,iveh)
rmuxa = aca * rxa
rmuxw = acw * rxw
rmux = rmuxa + rmuxw
expterm = exp (-rmux)
Determine Buildup Factors
aa = coeff(l,ie,l,iveh)
ba = coeff(2,ie,l,iveh)
ca = coeff(3,ie,l,iveh)
da = coeff(4,ie,l,iveh)
xka = coeff(5,ie,l,iveh)
aw = coeff(l,ie,2,iveh)
bw = coeff(2,ie,2,iveh)
cw = coeff(3,ie,2,iveh)
dw = coeff(4,ie,2,iveh)
xkw = coeff(5,ie,2,iveh)
if(rmuxw.gt.0.0)then
bufaw = bf(rmux,aw,bw,
else
bufaw = bf(rmux,aa,ba,
endif
bufwa =
cw, dw, xkw)
ca,da,xka)
bf(rmuxw, aw, bw, cw, dw,xkw)*bf(rmuxa,aa,ba,ca,da,xka)
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I00
Calculate the dose due to gamma energy ie...
doseaw
dosewa
continue
if (iorder.eq.l)
dose = doseaw
else
dose = dosewa
endif
return
end
= doseaw + bufaw * expterm * usdr
= dosewa + bufwa * expterm * usdr
then
i0
20
30
4O
5O
60
c
c
c
c
c
c70
c
c
c
c
subroutine getcoeff
common/gpcoeff/energy(13,2),coeff(5,13,2,2),ac(13,2,2)
Definitions...
energy(13,2):
coeff(5,13,2,2):
ac(13,2,2):
13 energies, 2 vehicles (NEP,NTR)
5 coeff, 13 energies, 2 materials (AI,W),
2 vehicles (NEP,NTR)
13 energies, 2 materials (AI,W),
2 vehicles (NEP,NTR)
open(unit=l,file='gpcoeff.dat',status='old')
do I0 ie=l,4
read(l,*)energy(ie, l),ac(ie,l,l),ac(ie,2,1)
read(l,*)
do 20 ie=l,4
read(l,*)energy(ie,l),coeff(l,ie, l,l),coeff(2,ie,l,l),
* coeff(3,ie, l,l),coeff(4,ie, l,l),coeff(5,ie, l,l)
read(l,*)
do 30 ie=l,
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do 40 ie=l,
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do 50 ie=l,
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do 60 ie=l,
read(l,*)
4
energy(ie,l),coeff(l,ie,2,1),coeff(2,ie,2,1),
coeff(3,ie,2,1),coeff(4,ie,2,1),coeff(5,ie,2,1)
13
energy(ie,2),ac(ie,l,2),ac(ie,2,2)
13
energy(ie,2),coeff(l,ie,l,2),coeff(2,ie,l,2),
coeff(3,ie,l,2),coeff(4,ie,l,2),coeff(5,ie,l,2)
13
energy(ie,2),coeff(l,ie,2,2),coeff(2,ie,2,2),
coeff(3,ie,2,2),coeff(4,ie,2,2),coeff(5,ie,2,2)
close(unit=l)
Verify input by printing Mu/Rho and Buildup Factors for I mfp
Nuclear Electric Propulsion...
write(6,70)
format(//ix,'NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION (NEP)...'
* //ix,'Energy MAC-A1 MAC-W
* ' BUF-W'//)
do 90 ie=l,4
acal = ac(ie,l,l)
BUF-AI',
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c a = coeff(l,ie,l,l)
c b = coeff(2,ie,l,l)
c c = coeff(3,ie,l,l)
c d = coeff(4,ie,l,l)
c xk = coeff(5,ie,l,l)
c bufal = bf(l.0,a,b,c,d,xk)
c acw = ac(ie,2,1)
c a = coeff(l,ie,2,1)
c b = coeff(2,ie,2,1)
c c = coeff(3,ie,2,1)
c d = coeff(4,ie,2,1)
c xk = coeff(5,ie,2,1)
c bufw = bf(l.0,a,b,c,d,xk)
c write(6,80)energy(ie,l),acal,acw,bufal,bufw
c80 format(ix, f6.3,2x,ell.4,2x,ell.4,2x, el0.3,2x, el0.3)
c90 continue
c
c Nuclear Thermal Rocket...
c
c
c100
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
cll0
write(6,100)
format(//Ix,'NUCLEAR THERMAL ROCKET (NTR)...'
* //Ix,'Energy MAC-A1 MAC-W
* ' BUF-W'//)
do 110 ie=l,13
acal = ac(ie,l,2)
a = coeff(l,ie,l,2)
b = coeff(2,ie,l,2)
c = coeff(3,ie,l,2)
d = coeff(4,ie,l,2)
xk = coeff(5,ie,l,2)
bufal = bf(l.0,a,b,c,d,xk)
acw = ac(ie,2,2)
a = coeff(l,ie,2,2)
b = coeff(2,ie,2,2)
c = coeff(3,ie,2,2)
d = coeff(4,ie,2,2)
xk = coeff(5,ie,2,2)
bufw = bf(l.0,a,b,c,d,xk)
write(6,80)energy(ie,2),acal,acw,bufal,bufw
continue
end
BUF-AI',
function bf(rmux,a,b,c,d,xk)
if (rmux.gt.0.0) then
rk = c*rmux**a + d*(tanh(rmux/xk-2.)
* (i. - tanh(-2.))
if (rk.eq.l.0) then
bf = i. + (b-l.)*rmux
else
bf = I. + (b-l.)*(rk**rmux - l.)/(rk - i.)
endif
else
bf = 1.0
endif
end
- tanh(-2.)) /
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i0
2O
subroutine getopdr
common/operdr/doserate(13,2)
open(unit=l,file='operdr.dat',status='old')
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do i0 ie=l,4
read(l,*)ener,doserate(ie,l)
read(l,*)
do 20 ie=l,13
read(l,*)ener,doserate(ie,2)
close(unit=l)
return
end
_o
c
c
c
c
c
i0
subroutine getger
common/ger/shutime(37),ger(37,2,2)
Definitions...
ger(37,2,2): 37 shutdown times, 2 exposure times (4h,6mo),
2 vehicles (NEP,NTR)
open(unit=l,file='gamener.dat',status='old')
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do I0 it=I,37
read(l,*)shutime(it),ger(it,l,l),ger(it,2,1),ger(it, l,2),
* ger(it,2,2)
close(unit=l)
return
end
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PROTON.FOR
C
C
C
I0
2O
3O
C
C
C
I00
program proton
common/flux/ebar(25),de(25),protflux(25)
common/ranges/er(19),ra(19),rw(19),rt(19)
common/sort/ne(50,25,2)
common/bin/nbin,ebin(51)
common/spectra/epen(lO0,25,2)
dimension flux(50,2)
Read input data
call getflux
call getrange
call getbins
Enter the shield lamination thicknesses
write(6,10)
format(//ix,'Enter lamination order: I-[AI,W], 2-[W,AI]: ',$)
read(5,*)iorder
write(6,20)
format(ix,'Enter the thickness of A1 (g/cm2): ',$)
read(5,*)rxa
write(6,30)
format(ix,'Enter the thickness of W (g/cm2): ',$)
read(5,*)rxw
Start the proton transport
do 1200 iprim = 1,25
cos0 = 0.0
do i000 icos0 = I,i00
Transport through first lamination
cos0 = cos0 + 0.01
if (iorder.eq.l) then
mat = 1
rx = rxa
else
mat = 2
rx = rxw
endif
rxp = rx / cos0
energy = ebar(iprim)
call findr(mat,energy,range)
resrx = range - rxp
if (resrx.le.0.0) then
goto 1000
else
call finde(mat,resrx, energy)
endif
Transport through second lamination
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200
C
C
C
3OO
C
C
C
if (iorder.eq.l) then
mat = 2
rx = rxw
else
mat = 1
rx = rxa
endif
rxp = rx / cos0
call findr(mat,energy, range)
resrx = range - rxp
if (resrx.le.0.0) then
goto I000
else
call finde(mat,resrx,energy)
epen(icos0,iprim, l) = energy
endif
Transport through the 1.0 g/cm2 A1 Shield
rx = 1.0
mat = 1
rxp = rx / cos0
call findr(mat,energy, range)
resrx = range - rxp
if (resrx.le.0.0) then
goto I000
else
call finde(mat,resrx,energy)
endif
Transport through 5.0 g/cm2 of Tissue
4OO
1000
1200
C
C
C
C
C
c1300
c
c1400
c2000
C
C
C
rx = 5.0
mat = 3
rxp = rx / cos0
call findr (mat, energy, range)
resrx = range - rxp
if (resrx.le.0.0) then
goto 1000
else
call finde (mat, resrx, energy)
epen (icos0, iprim, 2) = energy
endi f
continue
continue
do 2000 iprim=l,25
write(6,1300)ebar(iprim)
format(//ix,'Energy: ',ell.4/)
write(6,1400) (epen(icos0,iprim, 2),icos0=l,100)
format(ix,5(ell.4,2x))
continue
Sort energies
do 1600 ispec = 1,2
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1300
1400
1500
1600
C
C
C
1900
2000
3000
C
do 1500 iprim = 1,25
do 1400 ie = I,i00
energy = epen(ie,iprim, ispec)
do 1300 ibin = 2,nbin+l
if (energy.gt.ebin(ibin) then
goto 1300
else
ne(ibin-l,iprim, ispec) = ne(ibin-l,iprim, ispec) + 1
goto 1400
endif
continue
continue
continue
continue
Calculate the penetration spectra
do 3000 ispec = 1,2
do 2000 ibin = l,nbin
flux(ibin, ispec) = 0.0
do 1900 iprim = 1,25
flux(ibin,ispec) = flux(ibin, ispec) +
protflux(iprim) * (ne(ibin, iprim, ispec)/100) * de(iprim)
continue
deltae = ebin(ibin+l) - ebin(ibin)
flux(ibin, ispec) = flux(ibin, ispec) / deltae
continue
continue
C
C
3100
3200
3300
C
Print the penetration spectrum for the shield
write(6,3100)
format(//Ix,'Energy Spectrum Penetrating the Shield'//
* Ix,'Energy Flux'/
* ix,'(MeV) (cm2 Mev day)-l'/)
do 3300 ibin = 2,nbin
energy = (ebin(ibin+l) + ebin(ibin)) / 2.
write(6,3200)energy, flux(ibin, l)
format(ix, f8.3,4x,ell.4)
continue
C
C
3400
Print the penetration spectrum in tissue
3500
3600
C
c End of Program
C
end
write(6,3400)
format(//ix,'Energy Spectrum in Tissue'//
* ix,'Energy Flux'/
* ix,'(MeV) (cm2 Mev day)-l'/)
do 3600 ibin = 2,nbin
energy = (ebin(ibin+l) + ebin(ibin)) / 2.
write(6,3500)energy, flux(ibin,2)
format(Ix, fS.3,4x,ell.4)
continue
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block data
common/sort/ne(44,25,2)
common/spectra/epen(lO0,25,2)
data ne/2200*O.O/
data epen/5000*O.O/
end
10
10
10
subroutine getbins
common/bin/nbin,ebin(51)
open(unit=l,file='ebins.dat',status='old')
read(l,*)nbin
read(l,*)
do 10 ie=l,nbin+l
read(l,*)ebin(ie)
close(unit=l)
return
end
subroutine getflux
common/flux/ebar(25),de(25),protflux(25)
open(unit=l,file='traproton.dat',status='old')
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do i0 ie=i,25
read(l,*)e,f,ebar(ie),de(ie),protflux(ie)
continue
close(unit=l)
return
end
subroutine getrange
common/ranges/er(19),ra(19),rw(19),rt(19)
open(unit=l,file='ranges.dat',status='old')
read(l,*)
read(l,*)
do i0 ie=l,19
read(l,*)er(ie),ra(ie),rw(ie),rt(ie)
continue
close(unit=l)
return
end
i0
c
subroutine finde(mat,r,e)
common/ranges/er(19),ra(19),rw(19),rt(19)
dimension rm(19)
do i0 i=i,19
if (mat.eq.l) then
rm(i) = ra(i)
elseif (mat.eq.2) then
rm(i) = rw(i)
else
rm(i) = rt(i)
endif
continue
if (r.ge.rm(1)) then
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20
30
40
goto 20
else
e=O.O
return
endif
do 30 i=2,19
if (r.gt.rm(i)) then
go to 30
else
ie = i
go to 40
endif
continue
deltar = (alog(r) - alog(rm(ie-l))) /
* (alog(rm(ie)) - alog(rm(ie-l)))
e = exp(deltar * (alog(er{ie))-alog(er(ie-l))) + alog(er(ie-l)))
return
end
i0
c
20
30
40
subroutine findr(mat,e,r)
common/ranges/er(19),ra(19),rw(19),rt(19)
dimension rm(19)
do i0 i=i,19
if (mat.eq.l) then
rm(i) = ra(i)
elseif (mat.eq.2) then
rm(i) = rw(i)
else
rm(i) = rt(i)
endif
continue
if (e.ge.er(1)) then
goto 20
else
r = 0.0
return
endi f
do 30 i=2,19
if (e.gt.er(i)) then
go to 30
else
ie = i
go to 40
endi f
continue
deltae = (alog(e) - alog(er(ie-l) )) /
* (alog(er(ie)) - alog(er(ie-l)))
r = exp(deltae * (alog(rm(ie))-alog(rm(ie-l))) + alog(rm(ie-l)))
return
end
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